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Executive Summary

Significant attention is currently focused on ensuring that children are enrolled in preschool. However, regular attendance is also critically important. Children with better preschool attendance have higher kindergarten readiness scores; this is especially true for students entering with low skills. Unfortunately, many preschool-aged children are chronically absent. They often miss preschool for health reasons, but many families also face a range of logistical obstacles in getting their children to preschool every day.

Consistent school attendance is a foundation of student learning. While missing one or two days of school each year is not likely to have serious consequences, chronic absenteeism is related to significantly lower outcomes for students. Research shows that chronic absenteeism undermines the academic performance of adolescents. And new research suggests that absenteeism is not only a problem among adolescents but also is a significant problem among very young students: 11 percent of kindergarteners across the nation are chronically absent. Kindergarten students who miss more school learn less during the school year. While policymakers and others might be tempted to assume that attendance similarly affects students in kindergarten and preschool, there is very little research on attendance in the preschool years and whether it matters for learning outcomes.

Given that many children start their formal schooling in preschool and because the promise of preschool is to prepare children for kindergarten, it is critical to know whether absenteeism undermines that promise.

To address this gap in research, the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research (UChicago CCSR) partnered with the Office of Early Childhood Education at the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) in 2011 to study absenteeism among CPS preschool students. This report outlines key findings from this study. It describes the extent of absenteeism among preschool students and compares it with absenteeism among students in kindergarten through third grade; examines the relationship between preschool absenteeism and learning outcomes, both during preschool and in second grade; and explores reasons why preschool students miss school.

Summary of Key Findings

Preschool students miss a lot of school.

- In 2011-12, 45 percent of three-year-old preschool students and 36 percent of four-year-old preschool students were chronically absent—meaning they missed at least 10 percent of their enrolled days, or a minimum of 15 days, over the course of a full school year.
- Regular attendance improves substantially between preschool and kindergarten. In 2011-12, the percentage of kindergarten students who were chronically absent was 20 percent, half the rate of preschool students. This improvement continues into the early elementary grades.
- Some groups of students are much more likely to be chronically absent than others. Racial differences are particularly stark: African American students are almost twice as likely as white, Latino, and Asian students to be chronically absent. Chronic absenteeism is also higher among students who live in high-poverty neighborhoods than among students...
who live in moderate- or low-poverty neighborhoods.

Even after taking into account neighborhood poverty, however, African American preschool students are still much more likely to be chronically absent than other students who live in neighborhoods with similar levels of poverty.

**Students who miss more preschool end the year with lower skills; this relationship is strongest for students with low incoming skills.**

- The more days of preschool a student misses at age four, the lower s/he scores on the math, letter recognition, and social-emotional portions of CPS’s Kindergarten Readiness Tool (KRT) at the end of the school year, controlling for entering skills upon entering preschool.
- Students who miss the most preschool are those with the lowest incoming skills.
- Controlling for skills upon entering preschool, good attendance is more strongly related to academic gains for students who enter preschool with lower incoming skills than for students who enter with higher incoming skills.

**Students who are chronically absent in preschool are five times more likely to be chronically absent in second grade. Students who are chronically absent for multiple years between preschool and second grade are in need of intervention to read at grade level by third grade.**

- Preschool attendance is related to chronic absenteeism in kindergarten, a detrimental pattern that often continues into elementary school. While just 7 percent of non-chronically absent four-year-old students go on to be chronically absent in kindergarten, roughly one-third of chronically absent four-year-old preschoolers continue to be chronically absent kindergarteners.
- The relationship between preschool attendance and attendance in later years continues into the elementary grades: chronically absent preschool children are five times more likely to be chronically absent in second grade than their non-chronically absent preschool peers.
- Students who are chronically absent between preschool and second grade have significantly lower learning outcomes at the end of second grade than their counterparts who are not chronically absent in the early years.
- Each successive year of chronic absenteeism compounds the risk. In fact, second-graders who have been chronically absent every year since preschool are, on average, close to the threshold for needing intensive reading intervention in order to be reading at grade level by third grade.

**For all students, health is the most commonly reported reason children miss preschool; a variety of logistical obstacles are secondary.**

- More than half of all the days missed in preschool were due to children being sick, according to attendance logs recorded over a nine-week period.
- Another 18 percent of days missed were due to a range of reported logistical obstacles for families, including difficulties getting children to and from school, child care issues, and multiple family-related matters.
- Many of these logistical obstacles arise because of difficulty with half-day preschool schedules, according to interviews with parents. Half-day programs require that parents find child care for the remainder of the day and arrange drop-off/pick-up in the middle of the day.

**African American and Latino students are sick more often than white students, and African American families report facing many more logistical obstacles.**

- Nearly all preschool students were likely to be sick over the school year, but African American and Latino students missed almost twice as many days due to sickness than white students, according to attendance log data.
- African American students are also much more likely than white or Latino students to face a logistical obstacle in getting to school. Not only were there higher proportions of African American students missing school because of logistical challenges, but those who did encounter these struggles each missed more days of school than white or Latino students who encountered similar struggles.
Particular family circumstances are related to higher absences for children. The gap in attendance across racial/ethnic groups is partially explained by differences in these family circumstances.

- Children who faced the following family circumstances had higher preschool absences: being in a single-parent family; having parents with poorer health; using the emergency room for primary medical care; and having a parent who is either unemployed or employed but without a college degree.

- As these circumstances pile up for families, attendance gets worse. Children in families without any of the aforementioned circumstances missed roughly 5.6 percent of school; those with one obstacle missed 7.5 percent; those with two missed 9.0 percent; and those with three or more missed 12.9 percent.

- Many of the family circumstances associated with lower preschool attendance are disproportionately experienced by African American families and, in some cases, Latino families; this contributes to their children’s higher absence rates compared to white children.

Parent beliefs and school culture also may play a role in how often children attend preschool.

- Parents with stronger beliefs about the importance of regular attendance in preschool also had children with better attendance. In particular, parents who believed that regular attendance in preschool is as important as in later grades had children with the lowest absence rates (7.5 percent); those whose parents said that attendance in preschool is important but would be more important in later years had higher absence rates (10.7 percent); and children whose parents did not believe that regular attendance in preschool mattered much had the highest absence rates (13.2 percent).

- Safe schools, schools in which there is strong parent involvement, and schools in which trust in teachers is strong have better preschool attendance than schools in which these factors are lacking.

Summary

Both state and federal policies have increasingly focused on early education, aiming to make preschool universally available to three- and four-year-old children. Despite decades of research on the effects of preschool education, the focus has been solely on whether or not enrollment in preschool is beneficial; only recently has attention turned to whether attendance in preschool matters once students are enrolled.

This study suggests that ensuring preschool students attend regularly is a critical component in preparing them for kindergarten and beyond, particularly for students who have low levels of prior skills. Schools may not be able solve all of the issues that keep students from coming to school, but they can work on strategies to get students to school despite those issues. And these strategies can be integrated with other efforts in a school, such an existing Response to Intervention (RtI) model. A critical first step in improving preschool students’ attendance is collecting attendance data and monitoring it at the student and school levels. Monthly or biweekly watch lists that highlight those students who miss more than a particular number of days may prove useful, so that teachers can reach out to parents to help develop strategies for attending more regularly. Sharing preschool attendance records with kindergarten teachers as students transition to the next grade level may help elementary schools maintain a sustained and consistent approach to improving attendance over time.

Developing a strong and trusting relationship between school staff and parents may also play a role in improving students’ attendance. As parents become directly involved in their child’s learning and have stronger relationships with their child’s teacher, there is a greater support for academic advancement and more opportunities for school staff to convey the importance of regular attendance in preschool. More targeted efforts may be necessary for students who enter preschool with low levels of incoming skills. These students are the most likely to miss a large amount of preschool, and they benefit the most from regular attendance. It may help to reach out to these parents and build a partnership at the beginning of the
school year, before the student is frequently absent, to develop strategies for students’ learning that include regular attendance.

Strong connections between schools and families may also provide an opportunity for school staff to better understand the particular challenges parents face in getting their children to school. Improving attendance of very young children is likely to require a “student by student, family by family” approach. While schools cannot reasonably be expected to solve many of the issues that lead to very high rates of absenteeism (e.g., poor family health, child care, and lack of access to quality medical care), they may be able to partner with community organizations that can assist with some of these challenges or figure out ways to help families to support each other. Community partnerships may prove particularly useful in several areas that substantially contribute to preschool absences (e.g., poor student and family health, and the half-day preschool schedule) and may also utilize parents to reach out to other parents, helping to create social networks for families of young children.
Preschool education has come to the forefront of conversations on national education policy. In February 2013, U.S. President Barack Obama proposed making preschool universally available to all four-year-old children. This follows a number of state-level policies, including one in 2006 by the state of Illinois, to make preschool universally available to three- and four-year-old children. Both the state-level efforts and Obama’s policy initiative are motivated by research showing that high-quality early education can better prepare children for kindergarten and lead to improved long-term outcomes, particularly for disadvantaged children. Yet, despite decades of research on the effects of preschool education, questions have largely focused on whether or not enrollment in preschool is beneficial. What has not been investigated is the extent to which students who enroll in preschool attend regularly, and whether attendance in preschool matters once students are enrolled.

Research on older students shows that those with better attendance in school have better learning outcomes; they earn higher grades, fail fewer classes, and are more likely to graduate. For older children, attendance is both a key component of achievement (those who attend more school have more opportunities to learn) and an indicator of whether students are likely to struggle with attendance and/or academics in the future. But the extent to which attendance at the preschool level works in the same way is not known. To address this gap in research, the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research (UChicago CCSR) partnered with the Office of Early Childhood Education at Chicago Public Schools (CPS) in 2011 to study absenteeism among preschool students in CPS. Our study includes three areas of inquiry. First, we document the scope of absenteeism in preschool and examine which students are most likely to be chronically absent. Second, we examine whether attendance during preschool is related to student outcomes. These include kindergarten readiness by the end of preschool, ongoing attendance patterns through second grade, and reading outcomes at the end of second grade. Lastly, we explore reasons why preschool students miss school.

The following sections discuss each of these research questions in more depth.

What is the Extent of Absenteeism Among Preschool Students?

Currently, there is only limited evidence documenting how often young children are absent from school, but that evidence suggests that absenteeism rates are high: nationally, more than 11 percent of kindergarten students are chronically absent, missing more than 18 days, or three to four weeks per year. Among preschool students, absenteeism may be even higher. A recent study released by the Baltimore Education Research Consortium (BERC) was the first to document how
prevalent absenteeism is for preschool students, showing that more than one-third of preschoolers in Baltimore are chronically absent. These rates seem high but, given the dearth of comparative information, it is hard to know whether they are specific to Baltimore or indicative of national trends in preschool absenteeism. The present study adds to the understanding of the scope of preschool absenteeism by investigating what preschool attendance looks like in Chicago. In Chapter 1, we answer the questions: What are average attendance rates among preschool students in Chicago Public Schools, and how many students are chronically absent during preschool? Among preschool students, who is most likely to be chronically absent?

Is Preschool Attendance Tied to Students’ Academic Success—Both in Preschool and Beyond?

Although school attendance is related to learning outcomes for older students, there is little evidence that it works in the same way during the preschool years. In fact, there are several reasons to think it might not. For example, while enrollment in high-quality preschool programs increases children’s preparedness for kindergarten, research is not clear about the amount of exposure during the school day or week preschool children need to achieve this goal. If only a small amount of exposure is needed, then how regularly a student attends preschool may not matter all that much. This may be particularly true in Chicago, where most programs run for only half of the day (2.5 to 3 hours), and therefore daily absences refer only to missing a short amount of school.

On the other hand, if attendance is indeed associated with learning outcomes in preschool, the relationship may be stronger for students who enter preschool with the weakest academic skills, who may also be the children who benefit most from enrollment in preschool. Low levels of attendance for these children may mean that they have less time in the classroom to develop kindergarten readiness skills—both academic knowledge and social-emotional behaviors—that other students may develop at home. Low attendance may also be an indicator that other aspects of their lives are preventing them from attending school regularly and are hindering their learning in preparation for kindergarten. To address the current lack of evidence around whether preschool attendance matters, Chapter 3 answers the questions: Is attendance in preschool related to learning outcomes in preschool, including the development of letter recognition, pre-literacy, math, and social-emotional skills? If so, is the relationship between attendance and learning outcomes the same for different groups of students, including those with different socioeconomic backgrounds or different levels of incoming achievement?

Attendance in preschool may serve another purpose: identifying students who are most likely to struggle with attendance, and also learning, in future years. Can attendance in the early years provide information that identifies which students will be most likely to present these patterns of disengagement when they are older? Preschool may be too early—preschool children are often sick, so attendance during preschool may not be a very good indicator of attendance in later grades. However, if patterns of behavior do begin early on, preschool may be the first opportunity to identify students most likely to exhibit low attendance and low levels of learning in future years. Because we know very little about attendance in preschool and the patterns that persist in the early elementary years, Chapter 2 also presents evidence on the following question for students in Chicago: To what extent is preschool attendance related to attendance and learning outcomes in later grades?

Why are Students Absent from Preschool?

Once we understand how absences are related to learning outcomes, knowing the reasons why preschool students miss school, and whether these reasons differ across groups of students, is critical to addressing the problem. Although we have some understanding of why older children miss school, the specific reasons why preschool children are absent have not been carefully documented. This is a significant deficiency because the preschool context is quite different from the older grades, requiring different strategies for improving attendance. Young children are sick more often than older children and more likely to miss school as a result. Quality of health, even among young children,
can differ significantly depending on background characteristics, meaning that some preschool students may be more likely to miss school due to sickness than others, depending on their race/ethnicity or socioeconomic status. For example, children from lower socioeconomic families are more likely to have serious health issues and also more likely to be chronically absent. In addition, young children are much more reliant than older children on their parents and other family members to get to school, so family circumstances may also play a greater role in whether a preschool student has good attendance. In Chapter 3, we explore the following questions: What are the reasons why preschool students are absent from school? How do these reasons differ for white, Latino, and African American students? In addition to examining reasons for preschool students’ absences, we also ask: What types of family circumstances and parental beliefs are related to attendance for CPS preschool students?

While reasons for absences among preschool students may be strongly associated with health and family circumstances, schools may also play a role. Research on elementary students suggests that schools with high levels of safety and order, engaging instruction, teacher professional capacity, and parent involvement are more likely to show improvements in student outcomes, including attendance. Extending this question to preschool students has yet to be explored, and so we examine school-level factors and ask: Does school context play a role in whether preschool students are frequently absent?

Who We Studied
This study focused specifically on three- and four-year-old children served by school-based preschool programs in CPS between 2008-09 and 2011-12. The study did not include children who either were enrolled in Montessori programs or were in self-contained

---

**Do CPS Preschool Students Attend Their Local, Neighborhood Schools for Preschool or Do They Attend Preschool at Other Sites?**

In Chicago, there is a considerable amount of school choice, even at the elementary school level. At the preschool level, an array of options are available both in schools and in community-based settings. Because this research focuses on preschool students in CPS, we describe the options for those families choosing to send their children to CPS programs. Unlike students in kindergarten and beyond, preschool students do not have an assigned “neighborhood” school based on where they live. Instead, parents of preschool aged children are required to submit applications to schools they are considering, and schools make the decisions about who to enroll, based on eligibility requirements put forth by their program funders. Given this context, we found that only 41 percent of preschool students attended a preschool housed in an elementary school that would be their assigned neighborhood school in a later grade (Table 1). This is 26 percentage points lower than that of kindergarten students; more than 66 percent of kindergarteners attend their neighborhood school.

Among four-year-olds transitioning into kindergarten, almost 60 percent chose to stay in the same school they attended for preschool (see Table 1).

The other 41 percent of students entered different schools when they transitioned into kindergarten. As discussed later in this report, monitoring attendance in both preschool and kindergarten may be a viable way to intervene with families that need the most support in getting their child to school regularly. With so many students moving to a different school between preschool and kindergarten, this may be a challenge for the district.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fewer preschoolers attend their local school compared with kindergarten students, but 60 percent stay in the same school from preschool into kindergarten.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of preschoolers who attend their “neighborhood” school in preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of kindergarten students who attend their neighborhood school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of preschoolers (four-year-olds) attending the same school the following year when they are in kindergarten</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Calculations were based on four-year-old preschool students in the 2010-11 school year and kindergarten students in the 2011-12 school year.*
special education programs. In each of the four years we studied, CPS enrolled around 26,000 preschool students in four different school-based programs, including Preschool for All (PFA), Head Start, Child-Parent Centers (CPC), and tuition-based programs. Although we did not study differences between the preschool programs within CPS, it is worth noting that, unlike K-12 education, early childhood programs are funded through a number of different funding streams that each has a different governance. One way in which funding differences affect a program is by determining whether it is a half- or full-day program. During the years of our study, most preschoolers in CPS attended half-day programs—meaning they were in school for two-and-a-half or three hours per day. However, children in tuition-based programs and some children in CPC programs attended full-day programs.

About half as many students attend CPS preschools at age three than at age four, and they tend to have higher risk-factors than four-year-old preschoolers. This is likely due to the funding stipulations of preschool programs; public funding for preschool is prioritized for four-year-olds who will be entering kindergarten the following year. A small portion of funds is dedicated to three-year-olds who have high risk-factors for academic failure. Three-year-olds during the 2011-12 school year were more likely than four-year-olds to be African American (44 vs. 34 percent) and from high-poverty neighborhoods (21 vs. 15 percent of four-year-olds; see Figure 1). Four-year-old preschool students were similar to kindergarten students in terms of overall background characteristics, even though many children enter the CPS system for the first time in kindergarten.

FIGURE 1
Within the preschool population, three-year-olds are slightly more disadvantaged than four-year-olds, while four-year-olds are similar to kindergarteners

Note: Data are based on students who were enrolled in preschool and kindergarten during the 2011-12 school year. The number of students at each age/grade level are: age 3 preschoolers=8,741, age 4 preschoolers=15,971, and kindergarteners=31,010.
CHAPTER 1

The Extent of Absenteeism in Preschool and the Early Grades

This chapter shows that chronic absenteeism in CPS preschool programs is extremely common: almost half of all three-year-old students and more than one-third of all four-year-old preschoolers are chronically absent. However, students start attending school more regularly as they move into kindergarten and the early elementary school grades. The biggest improvement in attendance occurs between preschool and kindergarten, even though neither preschool nor kindergarten is compulsory in the state of Illinois. Students’ race is strongly associated with attendance, more so than neighborhood poverty; African American preschool students are almost twice as likely to be chronically absent as students who are Latino, white, or of another racial/ethnic background. In Chapter 3, we examine the race gaps in attendance and explore some of the reasons African American preschool students miss more school than either white or Latino preschool students.

How Prevalent is Absenteeism in Preschool?

Preschool students have very high absence rates, but attendance improves as students enter the early elementary grades.

Although there have been improvements in preschool attendance in CPS over the last few years, three- and four-year-old preschool students still miss a lot of school. In 2011-12, three-year-old preschoolers missed an average of 12.5 percent of the school year, and four-year-olds missed almost 10.5 percent (see Figure 2). This means the typical preschool student in CPS was chronically absent, missing at least 10 percent of school.

When students enter kindergarten, their absence rates improve substantially. Over the four years we studied, absence rates for five-year-olds were at least four percentage points better than for three- and four-year-olds. Attendance continued to improve incrementally as students moved through early elementary school. For third-graders, average absence rates were around 5 percent.

Another way of describing absenteeism is by looking at how many students were chronically absent at each age. In 2011-12, 45 percent of three-year-olds and 36 percent of four-year-olds in CPS were chronically absent (see Figure 3). Of these students, at least one-third missed 20 percent or more of school. Over the full school year, this is equivalent to missing 30 days, or at least six weeks (see Defining “Attendance” on p.11). Chronic absenteeism declines as students get older—20 percent of five-year-olds were chronically absent, and this decreased to 10 percent of eight-year-olds.

Who is Most Likely to be Chronically Absent?

African American preschool students are more likely to be chronically absent than other students. Chronic absenteeism is more prevalent among some groups of preschool students than others. In particular, African American students are much more likely to be chronically absent than students of any other racial or ethnic group. And students from high-poverty neighborhoods are more likely to be chronically absent than students who live in low- or moderate-poverty neighborhoods (see Appendix A, p.43 for our definitions of neighborhood poverty). Because race and neighborhood poverty are linked, with African Americans more likely to live in high-poverty neighborhoods, we looked at the relationship of each with chronic absenteeism, while taking the other into account. We found race has a stronger relationship with chronic absenteeism, even after we consider student’s neighborhood poverty level. African American preschool students from low- or moderate-poverty neighborhoods are about twice as likely to be chronically absent as white students from similar neighborhoods, and over 1.5 times more likely to be chronically absent as Latino students or students of other races/ethnicities from neighborhoods with low or moderate poverty (see Figure 5, p.13). In fact, African American students from neighborhoods.
FIGURE 2
Preschool students have average absence rates above 10 percent, but students in kindergarten and the early elementary grades have lower absence rates.

Note: Figure 2 shows average absence rates for students, by age, during each of four school years; thus, different ages represent different students (it is a cross-sectional look). But the same pattern shown here, an improvement in attendance after preschool, also exists when we follow the same students over time, from preschool into kindergarten and beyond. In a separate analysis of students who were three years old, in 2008-09, their average absence rates through 2011-12 were as follows: 13.8 percent at age three, 11.5 percent at age four (2009-10), 8.4 percent at age five (2010-11), and 5.2 percent at age six (2011-12).

FIGURE 3
Forty-five percent of three-year-old and 36 percent of four-year-old preschoolers are chronically absent; the rate of chronic absenteeism decreases substantially when children enter kindergarten.

Note: Data are from 2011-12; Ns by age group: age three=8,830; age four=16,118; age five=30,598; age six=30,746; age seven=30,736; age eight=27,722.
Defining Attendance

A number of terms are frequently used to describe student attendance. Schools and programs are often held accountable for their average daily attendance, which is the average percentage of enrolled students who attend school each day. Although the average attendance rate for a program is a useful measure for looking at improvement over time, this metric can mask some nuances of attendance. Take, for example, a group of 100 students in a school with an overall average attendance rate of 95 percent. Several different scenarios can result in the same overall attendance rate for this school. In one case, each student misses 5 percent of school, equally contributing to the overall attendance rate of 95 percent. Alternatively, it could be the case that the 20 students each miss 25 percent of school days while all other students show up every day of the year, also resulting in an overall attendance rate of 95 percent for the school. These two scenarios—in which the overall attendance rate is the same—can mean very different things for individual students. In the first case, all students are missing some school, but no one student is missing a substantial amount. In the second scenario, some students are missing a sizeable amount of school. Because attendance rates can mask very different attendance patterns for individual students, in this report we focus on attendance at the individual level. A student’s attendance rate is defined as the number of days a student shows up to school out of the total days that student is enrolled. Students may be enrolled for different numbers of days because some students enter school or leave in the middle of the year. Alternatively, out of the number of days enrolled, absence rate is the number of days a student misses school.

We also consider whether students are chronically absent, defined here as missing 10 percent or more of school, regardless of the reason for the absence. We use this “cutoff” of 10 percent for several reasons. First, most research on chronic absenteeism with older students uses this definition. Second, we show in Chapter 2 that preschool students who miss at least 10 percent of school have significantly lower kindergarten readiness skills than children who attend school most regularly. Preschool students who miss at least 10 percent of school are also more likely to be chronically absent in future years.

In some instances (see Chapter 3), we categorized students into six groups based on their absence rates (shown in Table 2). The first three categories, also used in other attendance research, differentiate among students who are not chronically absent—those who are absent less than 10 percent of the time. Because absence rates are so high among preschool children, we added three additional categories to differentiate among students who are chronically absent.

The definition of chronic absenteeism is distinct from truancy, which signals the potential need for legal intervention under state compulsory education laws. Truancy rates only include absences that are unexcused; chronic absenteeism does not differentiate between excused and unexcused absences because both result in a day of missed learning.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Absence Rates</th>
<th>Maximum Days Missed Based on Full Preschool Year (150 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%&lt;3.3%</td>
<td>5 days (~1 week)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.3%&lt;6.6%</td>
<td>10 days (~2 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.6%&lt;10%</td>
<td>15 days (~3 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10%&lt;15%</td>
<td>22.5 days (~4.5 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15%&lt;20%</td>
<td>30 days (~6 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20% +</td>
<td>&gt;6 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In CPS preschool programs from 2008-09 through 2011-12, the full school year was approximately 150 school days. This is fewer than the full school year for students in kindergarten through twelfth grade, for whom the school year was 170 days; the difference can be accounted for by the higher number of professional development days allotted for preschool teachers.
Absence Rates over the School Year

Students miss more school at certain times of the year (see Figure 4). Absences are most prevalent in the winter months: on average, children miss three percentage points more school in the winter months than when school first starts (about 11.5 percent of school in January compared with 8.1 percent in September). During the spring, absence rates are somewhat better than during the winter—dropping to about 10.2 percent—but they never return to levels seen at the beginning of the year. This suggests that encouragement for regular attendance needs to occur not only at the beginning of the year but also as the school year progresses.

Patterns in Absences

We wondered whether students with similar absence rates might exhibit different patterns of absences, in terms of missing a day here and there or missing large blocks of days at a time. For example, one student may miss a day or two each month and have an overall absence rate of 10 percent, while another student might have one long absence episode (e.g., to visit family in another country) and also end up with a 10 percent absence rate. One might speculate that these different patterns are related to children’s learning in distinct ways. Perhaps, a student who misses one long stretch of time has a better chance of catching back up in school when s/he returns after the absence, compared to peers who miss for shorter lengths of time more frequently. On the other hand, it may be harder for a student to recover from one long absence. Either way, absence patterns have the potential to be related to learning outcomes. Because we explore the relationship between absences and outcomes in the next chapter, here we examine whether there was evidence that children displayed different patterns of attendance.

To explore patterns in absences, we used cluster analysis on a sample of almost 19,000 three- and four-year-old students in 2010-11, categorizing students into groups based on two aspects of their absences: (1) the number of absence incidents a student had over the school year, and (2) the length of each student’s longest absence from school. Our analyses revealed that, in general, these two variables were strongly related to each other and also to a student’s overall absence rate. Students who ever missed a long period of school also had many incidences of absences throughout the year. In other words, it was uncommon for children to miss a single, lengthy period of time without also having other smaller incidents of absence. This means that students with higher absence rates throughout this report were likely to be missing school both more frequently and for longer periods of time than students with lower absence rates.

FIGURE 4

Absence rates are highest during the winter months

![Absence Rates over the School Year](chart)

Note: Data are from 2011-12; N=25,279.
with low or moderate poverty are more likely to be chronically absent than Latino students living in high-poverty neighborhoods. Chapter 3 explores in greater depth the reasons why African American preschool students miss more school than white or Latino students.

Although race is most strongly associated with absenteeism, poverty does still have a significant relationship with chronically absenteesism. Students of all races/ethnicities are more likely to be chronically absent if they live in neighborhoods with substantial levels of poverty. However, the differences in chronic absenteeism between high-poverty neighborhoods and low/moderate-poverty neighborhoods for students of a given race/ethnicity are more modest than differences between racial/ethnic groups.

Given that absenteeism is more prevalent among African Americans, it is not surprising that preschools with the highest average absence rates are located in neighborhoods that are predominantly African American. Figure 6 shows that across Chicago, schools with the lowest average preschool attendance (highest average absence rates) are clustered in neighborhoods with higher proportions of African American residents. However, there are also examples across the city where two schools that are located very close to each other—often serving similar populations of students—look very different in terms of their preschool attendance rates. In Chapter 3, we explore whether there are school context factors that explain attendance patterns after taking into account the population of students being served.

In addition to race and poverty, several other background characteristics were also related to the likelihood of being chronically absent during preschool. Four-year-olds were less likely to be chronically absent than three-year-olds. Four-year-olds who attended a CPS preschool program in the prior year, when they were three years old, were less likely to be chronically absent than those who were not CPS preschoolers the previous year. English Language Learners (ELL) were also less likely to be chronically absent than students who were not ELL. Other characteristics, such as gender and receiving special education services, were not associated with differences in chronic absenteeism.
FIGURE 6
Schools with higher preschool absence rates are clustered in predominantly African American neighborhoods, but some schools have better attendance rates than expected given neighborhood characteristics.

HOW TO READ FIGURE 6
Each circle represents a school, and the colors correspond to the average absence rate for their preschool students. The grey tones in the background depict the proportion of the population that is African American, by census block.
Summary

Chronic absenteeism among preschool students in CPS is extremely high; about 40 percent of all preschoolers miss 10 percent or more of school, or at least 15 days for a student enrolled for the entire school year. However, attendance improves substantially as children move into kindergarten and the early elementary grades. African American students are the most likely to be chronically absent, and living in a high-poverty neighborhood also increases a student’s chances of being chronically absent. Given the prevalence of chronic absenteeism among preschool students, the next chapter explores whether missing a lot of school has any implications for students’ learning outcomes, both during preschool and in the early elementary grades.
Preschool attendance is significantly related to student outcomes, both at the end of preschool and in later years. CPS students with more absences during preschool had lower skills as measured by a kindergarten readiness assessment—even when we take into account their skill level when they started preschool. Better attendance was more beneficial for students who entered preschool with the lowest academic skills; unfortunately, these were also the students most likely to be chronically absent.

Although attendance improves substantially between preschool and kindergarten, chronic absenteeism remains a significant problem for some students throughout the elementary grades. In fact, students who miss many days of preschool are much more likely than other students to continue this pattern into kindergarten and beyond. Students with successive years of chronic absenteeism from preschool into the early elementary years not only tend to start out with the lowest skills but also continue to fall behind their classmates. At the end of second grade, students with multiple years of chronic absenteeism are, on average, in need of reading interventions.

Is Preschool Attendance Related to Kindergarten Readiness Outcomes?

Students who miss more preschool have lower kindergarten readiness scores.

Four-year-olds in CPS who missed more school during the course of a year had lower levels of kindergarten readiness by the end of that year than students who missed fewer days of school (see Figure 7, p.19). As absence rates increased, students’ scores decreased on all four subscales of the KRT: math, letter recognition, pre-literacy, and social-emotional development. Significant differences on the pre-literacy subscale emerged for students who missed at least 6.6 percent of school days, compared with students with the best attendance (absence rate between 0 and 3.3 percent). On the math, letter recognition, and social-emotional subscales, students who missed 10 percent or more of school had significantly lower scores than students with the best attendance.

The scale in Figure 7 uses logit units (which is not an intuitively meaningful unit, although it provides a constant comparison across subscales). An alternative way to think about how strongly attendance is related to learning outcomes is to compare the percent of items students correctly answered on each KRT subscale by different levels of attendance. In math, the students with the best attendance correctly answered 88 percent of the questions, on average, compared to 82 percent correctly answered by students who missed between 10 and 15 percent of school, and 75 percent for students who missed at least 20 percent of school. Differences across attendance levels were largest on the letter recognition subscale; regular attenders knew about 90 percent of the letters and sounds assessed, while students who missed between 10 and 15 percent of school knew only 84 percent, and those who missed the most school only knew about 68 percent. This subscale of the KRT constitutes the very basic literacy knowledge students will need for success in kindergarten and beyond. There were smaller differences in outcomes by attendance levels on the pre-literacy subscale: Students in the highest and lowest attendance groups scored about eight percentage points apart.17 Importantly, attendance was not only related to academic outcomes, but also to social-emotional outcomes. Students who missed more school were rated by their teachers as having lower levels of appropriate behavior and work habits.

Students start preschool with different levels of prior skills and backgrounds, and this can contribute to differences in their performance on the KRT at the end of the year. Indeed, in our sample, students who missed more preschool were also the students who began the year with the lowest skills (see Table A.3 on p.45 in Appendix A).18 However, even after taking into account test scores at the beginning of the year and background characteristics, missing more school was
still significantly associated with lower scores in math, letter recognition, and social-emotional development, as shown by the light-colored bars in Figure 7. In other words, some differences seen across children at the end of the year are because they started the year with varying levels of incoming skills, but some differences are related to their attendance. Among students with similar incoming skills and backgrounds, students who missed 10 percent or more of school—those considered chronically absent—still performed significantly worse on the math and letter recognition portions of the KRT than students who had the best attendance. For social-emotional outcomes, a significant difference emerged between students who missed at least 20 percent of school compared with those who missed the least amount of school. For pre-literacy outcomes, once we took into account children’s letter recognition skills at the beginning of the year, there was no significant relationship between attendance and end-of-year scores. Some students started the year with higher skills in this domain and they maintained that advantage over other students who started the year with lower pre-literacy skills, regardless of their attendance. Taken together, these findings show CPS students who entered preschool at age four with the lowest skills were the most likely to exhibit high absenteeism during the course of the year, ultimately ending preschool with the lowest levels of academic and social-emotional skills.
FIGURE 7
Four year-olds who miss more preschool perform worse on kindergarten readiness measures of math, letter recognition, and social-emotional development at the end of their year, even after controlling for incoming skills and background characteristics.

Note: (1) The sample for these analyses include four-year-old students who took both the Woodcock-Johnson III at the beginning of the school year and the KRT at the end of the school year in 2010-11 (n=1,265); * p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001.

HOW TO READ FIGURE 7
This figure shows average scores on the four KRT subscales for students in each of six attendance categories (described in Defining “Attendance” on p.11). The BLUE bars represent children who are not chronically absent, while the YELLOW bars represent chronically absent children. The DARKER BLUE and YELLOW bars show average KRT scores without taking into account background characteristics and incoming Woodcock-Johnson III Letter-Word identification scores. The LIGHTER BLUE and YELLOW bars show average scores after taking these factors into account (i.e., race/ethnicity, gender, special education status, English Language Learner status, whether student was in preschool the prior year, neighborhood poverty status, neighborhood social status, and incoming WJ III Letter-Word identification scores). Background characteristics and WJ III scores have been centered on the average value for students with the best attendance (absences between 0 and 3.3 percent), so that the light yellow and blue bars are the expected scores for students in each category if they had the same characteristics and incoming skills as students in the lowest absence category. The difference between the top of the dark bars and the top of the light bars is the portion of KRT scores that can be attributed to differences in incoming skills and background characteristics. Scores are measured in logits, which are not intuitively meaningful. However, the height of the bars can be compared across outcomes: Students’ scores are highest on the social-emotional component of the KRT and lowest on the pre-literacy component. The lower asterisks indicate that scores are significantly different from those of students with absences between 0% and 3.3% without taking into account background characteristics and incoming skills. The higher asterisks indicate that scores are significantly different from those of students with absences between 0 and 3.3 percent after taking these factors into account.
Good attendance is related to greater academic gains for students with lower incoming skills.

As shown above, attendance is related to preschool students’ learning and behavioral outcomes. However, attendance is more strongly related to math and letter recognition for students who entered preschool with the weakest skills than among students who entered preschool with the strongest skills (see Figure 8).

Differences in the relationships between attendance and KRT scores for students by incoming skill level were most notable on students’ letter recognition scores. For example, among students who entered with low levels of prior skills, the difference in letter recognition scores for students who missed 3.3 percent of school compared to students who missed 15 percent of school was 0.66 logits. Among students who entered with high prior skills, the difference in scores between these two groups was 0.11 logits. Appendix C describes a similar analysis looking at growth on the same test over time.

FIGURE 8
The relationship between attendance and learning outcomes in math and letter recognition is strongest for students who enter school with lower skills.

This figure shows average math, letter recognition, and social-emotional development scores for students who entered preschool with low, average, and high levels of incoming skills. Scores are calculated from a statistical model in which we controlled for background characteristics and incoming achievement (i.e., race/ethnicity, gender, special education status, English Language Learner status, whether student was in preschool the prior year, neighborhood poverty status, neighborhood social status, and incoming Woodcock-Johnson III Letter Identification scores). The **YELLOW** line represents students who entered preschool with the highest skills, the **GREEN** line represents children who entered preschool with average skills, and the **BLUE** line represents students who entered with the lowest incoming skills. The lines show the relationship between absenteeism and KRT outcomes for each of these groups of students. The steepest line—that of students with the lowest incoming skills—means that the difference in learning outcomes between those who attend school regularly and those who miss 20 percent or more of preschool is the largest for this group of students.

Note: (1) The sample for these analyses include four-year-old students who took both the Woodcock-Johnson III at the beginning of the school year and the KRT at the end of the school year in 2010-11 (n=1265). (2) Main effects of absence rate on KRT scores are significant at p<.05 for math, letter recognition, and social-emotional development subtests. Interaction effects between absence rate and incoming skills on KRT scores are significant at p<.05 for math and letter recognition subtests, with an effect size of 0.06 and 0.10 respectively. (3) Students with low levels of prior skills scored 1 standard deviation below the mean on the Woodcock-Johnson III Letter-Word identification and students with high levels of prior skills scored 1 standard deviation above the mean. (4) Because fewer than 10 percent of all children with high prior skills had absence rates higher than 15 percent, we exclude this point estimate from the graphs.
It may be the case that students who enter preschool with higher skill levels learn their numbers and letters at home, so that missing school does not have as strong an impact on their academic skills. For students who enter preschool with low skill levels, preschool may be particularly important for learning letter recognition and math, as their home experiences did not lead them to have strong skills when they entered preschool. For these students, attending school regularly seems to be particularly important, given that they start off so much further behind other students.

As for students’ social-emotional learning, there were no differences in the relationship between attendance and learning based on prior skills. For all students, better attendance was equally related to better social-emotional outcomes, regardless of skill level.

**Is Preschool Attendance Related to Later Attendance and Learning Outcomes?**

*Chronically absent preschool students are five times more likely to be chronically absent in kindergarten.*

Not only are chronically absent preschool students more likely to enter kindergarten with lower skill levels than their non-chronically absent peers but they also are more likely to be chronically absent in kindergarten and beyond. Around one-third of students who were chronically absent in preschool were still chronically absent in kindergarten (see Figure 9). By comparison, only seven percent of non-chronically absent preschool students were chronically absent in kindergarten. The higher a student’s absence rate was in preschool, the more likely s/he was to continue being chronically absent in kindergarten.

---

**FIGURE 9**

One-third of chronically absent four-year-olds continue to be chronically absent in kindergarten; of those students, more than 30 percent are still chronically absent in second grade.

---

**Note:** Population includes students who were in preschool at age 4 in 2008-09; n=15,713
absent in kindergarten. Students who missed at least 20 percent of preschool were the most likely to be chronically absent in kindergarten; almost 60 percent of these students were still chronically absent in second grade, compared with less than 30 percent of students who were absent between 10 and 20 percent in preschool. However, both groups of students were likely to be among those chronically absent in kindergarten. Thus, it is important to carefully monitor all chronically absent preschool students as they enter kindergarten to break the pattern of missing extensive amounts of school.

This relationship between chronic absenteeism in preschool and kindergarten continues on to second grade: The more that students miss preschool, the greater their odds of being chronically absent in second grade (see Table 3). In fact, students who are chronically absent in preschool are five times more likely to be chronically absent in second grade (3.1 vs. 15.5 percent). While there is a relationship between preschool and second grade attendance, a more accurate picture of who will exhibit continued struggles with attendance into the elementary years forms when children’s attendance is monitored in both preschool and kindergarten; students who are chronically absent in both years are at elevated risk of chronic absenteeism in first and second grade. One-third of all students who are chronically absent in both preschool and kindergarten are still chronically absent in second grade (see Figure 9).

### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Absenteeism in Preschool</th>
<th>Percent Chronically Absent in Kindergarten</th>
<th>Percent Chronically Absent in Second Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0&lt;3.3%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3&lt;6.6%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6&lt;10%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&lt;15%</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&lt;20%</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20+%</td>
<td>58.5%</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Analyses follow all four-year-olds in 2008-09 who have available data in either 2009-10 for kindergarten (n = 14,119) and/or 2011-12 for second grade (n = 12,891).

Multiple Years of Chronic Absenteeism are Linked to Significantly Lower Second Grade Reading Scores.

Students who were chronically absent for multiple years between preschool and second grade had significantly lower test scores by the end of second grade than students who were not chronically absent over multiple years. Figure 10 shows DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) scores for students based on the number of years they were chronically absent between preschool and second grade, without taking into account prior achievement. Students who were chronically absent all four years between preschool and second grade had reading fluency scores that were, on average, close to the benchmark for being at risk for substantial reading intervention. This means that many students in this group are in need of intensive reading intervention before they even enter third grade. In fact, 44 percent of students who were chronically absent all four years had DIBELS scores suggesting they were in need of intensive intervention, and another 18 percent had scores indicating a need of some reading supports. This is concerning given research showing that children who are not reading at grade level by the end of third grade have ongoing academic and social-emotional struggles. Just over 4 percent of all students who were in the CPS system from preschool through second grade fall into this group of students who were chronically absent in all four years.
FIGURE 10

The more years students are chronically absent in the early years, the more at-risk they are for needing reading interventions by the end of second grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Second Grade DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency Score</th>
<th>No Chronic Absence</th>
<th>Chronically Absent in Pre-K</th>
<th>Chronically Absent in Pre-K and K</th>
<th>Chronically Absent in Pre-K, K, and 1st Grade</th>
<th>Chronically Absent in Pre-K, K, 1st, and 2nd Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n=4,073)</td>
<td>98.8***</td>
<td>94.6***</td>
<td>88.9***</td>
<td>81.8***</td>
<td>72.9***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: **Indicates that scores are significantly different from scores of students who are never chronically absent, at p<.001 level.

+ In the DIBELS 6th Edition Assessment and Scoring Guide (Good & Kaminksi, 2002), these are labeled as “Some Risk,” indicating the need for additional intervention and “At Risk,” indicating the need for substantial interventions.

**HOW TO READ FIGURE 10**

The GREEN BAR on the far left represents students who never were chronically absent between preschool and second grade. The first BLUE BAR denotes students who were chronically absent in preschool but no other years; the next denotes students who were chronically absent in both preschool and kindergarten, but no other years; and so on. The significance notation indicates that students represented in that bar performed significantly worse on the DIBELS than students who were never chronically absent over the four years. The analysis is based on a sample of 7,236 students who were in preschool in 2008-09 and in second grade in 2011-12. Not all combinations of chronic absence are shown here.
Summary
Students with higher preschool absence rates had lower academic outcomes at the end of preschool than students with lower absence rates, even after controlling for their incoming skills. Significant differences appeared between students who regularly attended school and those who were chronically absent (missing 10 percent or more days of school). Students with higher absences also tended to start preschool with lower levels of incoming skills, on average. These students—those who started the year furthest behind and missed substantial amounts of school—failed to narrow the achievement gap as much as their peers who attended school more frequently. Preschool attendance can also be an early indicator for future attendance problems, particularly for students who are chronically absent in both preschool and kindergarten. These students are especially vulnerable to lower learning outcomes by the end of second grade, and many need reading supports by this early time in their educational career. Given the importance early attendance plays in students’ educational trajectories and outcomes, the next chapter turns to better understanding why preschool students miss so much school.

Data Used to Study the Relationship between Attendance and Second Grade Outcomes

Sample
Our analyses examining the relationship between attendance and second-grade outcomes focused on a sample of 7,236 students who were four years old in 2008-09 and were also given the DIBELS in 2011-12 as second-graders. (See Appendix A for full description of the sample and analysis.) Students in CPS are not required to take assessments until they are in third grade. However, a large number of schools use the DIBELS ORF to assess reading accuracy and fluency at the end of second grade. As of 2011-12, when we examined this outcome, charter schools either did not administer the DIBELS in their schools or did not report those scores to CPS.

The sample used in this analysis was very similar to the full population from which it was drawn (see Table A.4 on p. 47 in Appendix A). They represent 46 percent of all four-year-old preschool students in 2008-09. The sample was similar in background characteristics to the full four-year-old population, except that the DIBELS-takers were slightly less likely to be African American (perhaps a function of the fact that charter schools did not administer the DIBELS or provide that data to CPS).

Achievement Measure: Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills—Oral Reading Fluency (DIBELS ORF)
DIBELS ORF is a standardized reading fluency assessment designed for use with students between first and third grade. Students are given a text to read through and are scored based on how quickly and accurately they read that text out loud. Students with a score of 90 or above at the end of second grade are considered to be reading at grade level. Those who score between 70 and 89 are at some risk for needing intervention, while those who score below 70 likely need intensive interventions.

For a more detailed description of data sources, samples, and analyses, see Appendix A.
The high rates of chronic preschool absenteeism in Chicago are due mainly to a range of health and logistical obstacles. Particular family circumstances can further exacerbate these obstacles. For example, logistical challenges are more difficult to overcome if only one parent in the home can provide transportation; parents with poor health face more struggles getting their children to school, as do families who rely on public transportation. How regularly children attend preschool is also related to parents’ beliefs about the importance of preschool; parents who believe preschool attendance is very important and sets the stage for good attendance later, have children who attend more often. Finally, preschool attendance is related to several aspects of school climate. Attendance is better in schools where teachers feel safe and more connected to the school as a whole. Attendance is also better in schools where teachers share a strong sense of school commitment, trust with parents is strong, and parent involvement is high.

Why Are Preschool Students Absent?

**Sickness and logistical obstacles are the most common reasons for absences.**

Based on attendance logs from 57 classrooms over a nine-week period, sickness was the most common reason preschool children missed school (see Figure 11). Just over half of days missed (54 percent) were for reasons including the flu, a cold, ear infections, or other non-chronic illness. Three percent of missed days were due specifically to a chronic illness, most often asthma. An additional 4 percent of absences were because children had a wellness appointment, such as a check-up, the dentist, or therapy.

Children were also absent because of a range of obstacles, including transportation, child care, and an array of family-related reasons. These account for 18 percent of absences and are represented by the green slices in Figure 11. Some families had difficulty getting their child to and from school, particularly given the half-day schedule of many programs. Families also had to work around child care arrangements, which sometimes did not align well with school hours (see The Struggle of the Half-Day Schedule on p.26). For example, one parent interviewed described how she did not always have someone to take her child to/from school:

> Sometimes [both Luisa’s father and I have to] work and we can’t work with the [preschool] schedule at work. We have to have her grandparents take care of her...We’re kind of further away from our family members and we have no one to come and pick Luisa up.29

---

**FIGURE 11**

Sickness accounts for just over half of all days missed from school, while transportation, child care, and family-related reasons account for another 18 percent of days missed.
The Struggle of the Half-Day Schedule

The vast majority of CPS preschool students in school-based programs are enrolled in half-day programs. In 2011-12, only 56 of 682 classrooms were full-day. For the children in our study, this meant most were attending school for three hours a day, at most. Many of our interviewed parents expressed frustration about the short length of their child’s program. About one-third of the parents reported that the short schedule was difficult to plan around. Most parents in this group mentioned that their child occasionally missed school due to the inconvenience of the schedule. The hours conflicted with parent work, with other children’s schedules, and/or with the supplemental daycare schedule. The abbreviated schedule created logistical issues for many working parents, and even occasionally caused challenges for parents who had worked out solutions to the scheduling conflicts.

One parent said,

I use transportation from my daycare to pick them up and drop them off, so I really don’t have any issues getting them to school or anything like that, until the daycare’s closed… On those days, I have to have her stay home because I work, and I can’t pick her up at 11:00…She has to stay at home.

During the interview, a number of parents shared how they made the half-day schedule work. Some parents were stay-at-home parents. Others were able to adapt to the schedule because they had flexibility at work or there were two parents in the household who could help out. Parents who lived near their child’s school reported that proximity made it easier to juggle their child’s school schedule with their own work schedule(s). However, even some parents who stated that the hours/schedule generally worked reported occasionally having trouble getting their child to/from school due to the abbreviated schedule. One parent explained,

If I had a job interview and I knew that I wasn’t gonna be able to pick them up at 2:30 or something, then yeah, they probably [didn’t make it to school] ’cause I knew I probably wouldn’t have made it back to get them on time. And I wouldn’t want to leave my kids sittin’ at school, and then have them worry if I wasn’t able to pick them back up on time, you know? [So I left them at home with a babysitter.]

The half-day program also played a role in how important parents believed attendance in preschool was for their child’s learning. Some parents we interviewed said that attendance in preschool did not matter because their child’s preschool program was “only two-and-a-half hours” long. With such a short program, how much could their child be missing if s/he stayed home for the day?

Regardless of whether or not the schedule worked for them, many parents expressed a desire for a longer program. They said that a longer day would set a routine for kindergarten, provide a better foundation for later grades, and provide an opportunity for students to learn more concepts. One parent expressed a concern that the short school day did not provide enough time for learning, stating,

I think, because of the…program not being long enough for the students, you know, as far as the time and everything…[the program] prepared her to go into kindergarten, but at the same time, I think that…the program isn’t long enough for the students to cram all of that information…

Thus, many parents wanted a full-day program to provide their children with more opportunities to learn and become prepared for kindergarten. This sentiment seems to have contributed to some parents’ belief that their children’s attendance in preschool was less important than it would be in later grades.
Issues that fell under the “family-related” category included another family member being sick (this was most often a parent or sibling), an older sibling not having school that day, the child staying with another parent too far away from the school, the child needing to attend a Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) appointment with their parent, funerals, court appearances, and parents who overslept. Here, one parent explains why her daughter couldn’t attend school when her husband was sick:

[My husband] got ill this year, so there was a timeframe where Leyla couldn’t go all the time because [my husband] had a lot of dental surgery to have done. We just moved to Chicago, so we’re not... in the position where we have a lot of options for someone else to pick-up and take the kids... I’m working, so [when my husband was sick] Leyla had to miss a day, so that impacted her going [to school].

This example touches on two categories: transportation and family-related. It was often difficult to fully differentiate among transportation, child care, and family-related reasons. Therefore, we consider all of these categories logistical obstacles.

Another five percent of absences occurred for “other” reasons and 12 percent of absences were unexplained. These also could have been logistical obstacles or illnesses that were not reported to the teacher, or other issues that were not captured in the attendance logs. Teachers were instructed not to press parents for responses if they were hesitant to explain their child’s absence.

Why Do African American and Latino Children Miss More Preschool?

**African American students miss more school than other students.**

As we saw in Chapter 1, African American preschool students are more likely to be chronically absent than white or Latino preschool students. Based on attendance log data, African American students missed nearly 16 percent of school over the nine-week period during which attendance logs were collected (see Figure 12).

This was twice as often as white students, who missed fewer than 7 percent of days, and 1.4 times more than Latino students, who missed nearly 11 percent of days. One reason African American preschool students had higher absence rates than white students was that they missed more days due to reported illness. African American students missed almost 8 percent of...
school days because of chronic and non-chronic illness, which was almost twice the rate as white students, who missed about 4 percent of school days because of illness. Illness did not explain much of the difference in attendance rates between African-American and Latino students; Latino students missed about the same amount of school due to illness as African American students—around seven percent of days.

Both African American and Latino students missed more school days because of illness than white students, though nearly all students were likely to become sick at least once during the year. During the nine-week period that log data were collected, around two-thirds of African American, white, and Latino students missed at least one day of school because they were sick (see Figure 13). Thus, students of all races/ethnicities are likely to get sick and miss school at least occasionally during the year. But African American and Latino children missed more often and for longer periods of time than white students, missing nearly twice as many days because of sickness than white students (see Table 4).

While there were only modest differences between African American and Latino students’ absences due to illness, African American students differed from Latino students, and also white students, in the number of absences due to logistical challenges. African American students missed more days of school due to logistics (4 percent) than both white students (1 percent), and Latino students (1.5 percent; see Figure 12). During the nine-week log collection period, 38 percent of African American preschoolers missed at least a day of school because of transportation, child care, or family reasons, compared with only 16 percent of white students and 22 percent of Latino students (see Figure 13). Moreover, not only were there higher proportions of African American students missing school because of logistical challenges, but those who did encounter these struggles each missed more days of school (4.1 days on average) than white or Latino students who encountered similar struggles (1.8 and 2.8 days respectively; see Table 4).

**TABLE 4**

Latino and African American students missed more days, on average, due to sickness and logistical obstacles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Number of Days Missed Due to Sickness</th>
<th>Average Number of Days Missed Due to Logistical Obstacles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** 1. This statistic is only calculated for preschool students who missed school because of sickness and it assumes that every student was enrolled for a total of 34 days during the teacher log data collection period. n=703. 2. This statistic is only calculated for preschool students who missed school because of logistical obstacle and it assumes that every student was enrolled for a total of 34 days during the teacher log data collection period. n=318.

Data Source: Attendance logs.

How Do Family, Parent, and School Factors Affect Attendance?

**Family factors play an important role in regular student attendance.**

Absences are more prevalent in families where parents are single, are young, are in poor health, and rely on public transportation or emergency room care. The ways in which families manage sickness and logistical obstacles can make a difference in their children’s preschool attendance.

Based on parent/guardian responses to a survey we administered and follow-up interviews conducted with
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How We Collected Data on Why Students Miss School

With the help and support of the Office of Early Childhood Education at CPS (OECE), UChicago CCSR collected data from several different sources during the 2011-12 school year to better understand reasons behind preschool absences. These included attendance logs, parent surveys, and parent interviews. We also collected survey responses from teachers to understand aspects of elementary school culture. Below we describe data collection efforts for each. See Appendix A for further details about data collection activities, a description of the samples, and specifics about data analysis.

Attendance Logs
Teachers in a random stratified sample of 57 classrooms were asked to fill out logs in which they recorded reasons students were absent. Logs were filled out for a three-week period at three different points of the year (November, February, and April/May). Once a student returned to the classroom after being absent, teachers were asked to inquire about the reason for the absence from either the student or the parent/guardian. Teachers then indicated on the log form which of 14 possible categories corresponded most closely to the reason given. These categories were: doctor’s visit (but not sick); sick (non-chronic); chronic illness; lack of transportation; caregiver arrangements; school phobia/separation anxiety; personal time/vacation; lack of sleep; family-related reason; violence/safety; weather; religion; other; do not know. There was additional space for the teacher to write notes if s/he could elaborate on the reason. These attendance logs provided data on 1,229 students; these students were highly representative of the full population of CPS preschool students.

Parent Surveys
In the same sample of 57 classrooms in which teachers were asked to fill out attendance logs, CCSR and OECE staff conducted surveys of parents on report card pick-up day. The survey was available in both English and Spanish. Within these classrooms, over 90 percent of parents who came to school on report card pick-up day agreed to fill out a survey, giving us an overall response rate of 56 percent of all students in our sample of classrooms. The sample of students for whom we had parent survey responses was similar to the full CPS preschool population, except these students were more likely to be four years old and have lower absence rates (see Tables A.1 and A.5 in Appendix A).

Parent Interviews
On the parent survey, we asked parents to indicate if they would be willing to participate in a follow-up interview about their answers to survey questions. Roughly 65 percent of parents agreed to be interviewed (n=376). We selected 40 families that represented a range of student attendance levels, and we conducted follow-up phone interviews with them. We administered the interviews in both English and Spanish. Overall, the children of these 40 parents were more likely to be African American and come from high-poverty neighborhoods than the overall CPS preschool population, but these children had similar average absence rates as the overall population. The interviews focused on parents’ feelings about their child’s preschool education, and parents’ explanations of the reasons that cause their child to miss preschool. Interviews were conducted over the phone and lasted between 20 and 30 minutes.

Teacher Survey Items
Each spring, the University of Chicago Urban Education Institute (UChicago UEI) administers a survey to all teachers across the CPS district. A number of questions were added to the 2012 survey specifically for preschool teachers. Teachers were also asked questions that have been included in the survey for many years about school climate and working conditions. Table A.6 in Appendix A displays the items used in our analyses and indicates whether the items were administered to all teachers in the school or only to preschool teachers.
a sub-sample of survey respondents, absence rates of preschool students differed significantly due to a number of family factors, many of which are associated with low socioeconomic status. For instance, children who were being raised by a single or widowed parent had higher absence rates, on average, than children who were being raised by adults who were married, divorced, or had a partner (see Figure 14). Several of the parents we interviewed expressed that having an extra adult within a family to help get a child to/from preschool allowed for better management of the logistics around school-going. One parent talked about sharing the responsibility for getting her daughter to and from school with her husband and other family members:

If I [was] here at work, my husband would drop her off [at school]. And when I would get off of work, I would pick her up... And if I knew that [my husband] wasn't able to drop her off, I would be off or I would have [a family member] drop her off.

This may be particularly true when programs run only for half of the day, but is also the case with full-day programs that may not perfectly align with parents’ own work or school schedules.

Family health circumstances were also related to student attendance. As Figure 14 shows, students who received their primary medical care from emergency rooms missed more days of school than children who received primary medical care from a private doctor, a clinic, or another type of medical facility. Similarly, parents with poorer health had children who missed more school than parents with better health. Because preschool students rely on their parents to get them to school, parental illness can make transportation difficult.

Logistical challenges may be harder when parents do not drive or walk their children to school. Children whose families relied on public transportation to get to school had worse attendance than children who drove or walked (see Figure 14). Public transportation not only tends to take longer than personal transportation but also is subject to such problems as late buses, missed buses, and overcrowding.

**FIGURE 14**
Children who are in single-parent families, live in high-poverty neighborhoods, have parents with fair or poor health, or take public transportation have higher absence rates than peers without these circumstances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Absence Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single/Widowed (n=122)</td>
<td>10.3***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/Divorced/Partner (n=296)</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Room Care (n=20)</td>
<td>8.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Doctor/Clinic/Other (n=398)</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Health: Fair/Poor (n=33)</td>
<td>11.2***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Health: Good/Very Good (n=379)</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Transportation (n=17)</td>
<td>13.3***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Transportation (n=395)</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Employed/Employed without College Degree (n=323)</td>
<td>12.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed and College Educated (n=92)</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Poverty Neighborhood (n=53)</td>
<td>13.0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/Low Poverty Neighborhood (n=359)</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Age: 25 or Younger (n=64)</td>
<td>9.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Age: 26 or Older (n=348)</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Source:** Parent Survey, absence rate over 2011-12 school year

**Note:** *Indicates that absence rates are significantly different from those of the comparison category: p<.05 level, **p<.01, ***p<.001
Other factors associated with income, poverty, and education were related to attendance. Children whose parents were college educated and employed had better attendance than other children. Similarly, children who lived in low- or moderate-poverty neighborhoods attended school more regularly than children living in high-poverty neighborhoods. Finally, children whose parents were 25 years old or younger missed more days of school than children with older parents.

Many families in our sample experienced more than one of these challenging family circumstances. The more circumstances they faced, the worse their child’s attendance was (see Figure 15). Children in families that did not face any of these circumstances had an absence rate of 5.6 percent, on average; those facing one circumstance had an absence rate of 7.5 percent; and those facing two circumstances had an absence rate of 9 percent, on average. Children whose families were faced with three or more challenging circumstances missed nearly 13 percent of total enrolled days, meaning they were chronically absent.

FIGURE 15
The more challenging circumstances a family faces, the higher preschool students absence rates are

We know that families tend to experience more than one challenging circumstance; thus, it is important to determine which of these circumstances is independently related to absenteeism and which is related to absenteeism only because it is related to another factor (e.g., relying on emergency medical care might be related to attendance independently or, alternatively, might simply be a marker of poverty, which also is related to attendance). To consider this question, we used a multivariate analysis to determine which of these were significantly related to preschool students’ absence rates, even after controlling for all the other circumstances. We found that most of the challenging family circumstances described above remained significantly related to students’ attendance, meaning that they were uniquely related to attendance, even after controlling for all other circumstances simultaneously. Parents’ marital status, parental education and employment, parental health, and source of primary medical care were all significantly associated with preschool students’ absence rates; only neighborhood poverty level, parental age, and use of public transportation to get to school were no longer significantly associated with preschool students’ absence rates once we considered other challenging circumstances. The fact that neighborhood poverty level was not significantly related to students’ attendance after controlling for other circumstances suggests that neighborhood resources—whether financial or social—work through these other family circumstances. Being college educated and having a job may provide families with more of these resources. Parents with more financial resources may have greater access to quality medical care, which in turn may be related to better overall health and ultimately better attendance. Financial and social resources may also be important for managing logistical challenges that arise due to child care, transportation, and other family-related issues. For a look at how these factors contribute to the racial gap in attendance, see Explaining the Race Gap in Attendance on p.32.

Data Source: Parent survey, absence rate over 2011-12 school year; n=480.
Note: Challenging family circumstances include having a single/widowed parent, having a parent who is either unemployed or employed without a college degree, living in a high-poverty neighborhood, having a parent with fair/poor health, relying on public transportation to get to/from school, relying on the emergency room for primary medical care, and having a parent who is 25 years old or younger.
Explaining the Race Gap in Attendance

Many of the family circumstances associated with lower preschool attendance are disproportionately experienced by African American families and, in some cases, Latino families, which contributes to their children’s higher absence rates compared to white children. For example, only 15 percent of African American children and 11 percent of Latino children in our sample had a parent or guardian who was employed and had a college degree, compared to one-third of all white preschool students (see Figure 16). More than half of all African American preschool students in our sample lived with a single parent (59 percent) compared to only 7 percent of white preschool students and 16 percent of Latino students (see Figure 17). Around 10 percent of African American and Latino preschool students had a parent with poor or fair health compared to only 1 percent of white preschool students (see Figure 18).

While only 10 percent of African American preschool students relied on public transportation to get to school and nine percent relied on emergency rooms for primary care, they were far more likely to rely on these services than either white or Latino students (see Figures 19 and 20). Among all of these family circumstances, the ones that were most strongly associated with higher absence rates among African American preschool students compared to white students were differences in marital status and parent education and employment (see Appendix A for more details of this analysis). However, differences in parent health, transportation, and medical care were also associated with higher absence rates for African American preschool students compared to white students. For Latino students, lower levels of parental education and employment were the factors most strongly associated with higher absence rates, compared to white students.

**FIGURE 16**
Parents’ education and employment status by race

**FIGURE 17**
Parents’ marital status by race

---

**Date Source:** Parent survey; n=439.
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EXPLAINING THE RACE GAP... CONTINUED

**FIGURE 18**
Quality of parent health by race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>African American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fair or Poor</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date Source: Parent survey; n=449.

**FIGURE 19**
Transportation to school by race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>African American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Transportation</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date Source: Parent survey; n=448.

**FIGURE 20**
Source of primary medical care by race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>African American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Doctor</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Care</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Doctor</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Room</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date Source: Parent survey; n=403.
Parental beliefs about attendance are important. While family circumstances matter for how often children attend preschool, so do parent beliefs about the importance of regular attendance during preschool. Parents with stronger beliefs about the importance of regular attendance in preschool had children with better attendance. Most parents believed that attendance was important, but those who thought attendance mattered less in the preschool years than in the older grades had children who missed preschool more often.

Most parents we interviewed (26 out of 39) expressed that it was important their children attend preschool every day. Some held a general belief that education was important; others did not want their child to miss out on learning and/or fall behind by missing school. However, within these groups of parents, there was a distinction between those who felt attendance was just as important as it would be when their child was older (such as in third grade) and those who did not. Those who believed that attendance in the earliest years was as important as later on (n=13) explained that instilling regular school attendance during the preschool years sets the stage for good attendance later on and is an important part of the foundation of learning. One parent said,

We try not to [miss school]...I’m very much in the mindset of they go to school every day, just because that instills the importance of school in them more so than that they’re gonna miss any particular lesson that day. You know, I don’t think it’s gonna be hard to [catch up if they miss], but I think instilling that importance and the priorities of going to school on a regular basis [matters].

Other parents felt that, although it is important in preschool, attendance would be more important in later years (n=12). These parents explained that it is easier to fall behind as their child gets older. One parent said, “It’s going to matter more later since there’s more to learn, and there’s more to miss out on, so if he don’t make it, you know, in third grade, if you miss a day, you miss a lot.”

The remaining parents we interviewed said that preschool attendance was either “somewhat” important to them (7 out of 39) or not very important (7 out of 39). Some said that, while they would like for their child to attend school when possible, sometimes various things “happen” that result in a missed day of school—such as illness, family vacation, or other family emergencies. One parent said, “I’d prefer her not to miss. If she’s sick, she’s sick...I think I also feel like if there’s some big thing going on or an opportunity I can take her to—like, we travel quite a bit—I would pull her out for that.”

In general, these parents believed that their child would be learning more at older ages, and it would be harder to catch up if s/he missed a day of school. They expressed that while their child was in preschool it was easy for him/her to catch up on what s/he missed because their child’s preschool program was “only two-and-a-half hours” long; there was no curriculum, and preschool was all play; and/or their child was learning what s/he needed to at home. One parent stated,

It really don’t [matter when Ebony misses a day of school] ’cause she’s learning the same things I’ve already taught her...So, when she’s at home I’m teaching her, too...The reason why I put her in school is because she does need to interact with other kids...I thought she was gonna learn something I wasn’t gonna teach her, but it’s the same thing that I teach her, so...in preschool, it’s like all they are doing is playing.

Some parents believe that attendance matters equally in preschool, while others believe it matters less in preschool. It is important for children to attend school regularly, but the importance of attendance may vary depending on the child’s age and the context of their education. It is important for parents to understand the importance of regular attendance and to instill this value in their children from a young age. This will help ensure that their children attend school regularly and are more likely to succeed academically in the future.

FIGURE 21
Parental beliefs about the importance of regular preschool attendance are related to children’s attendance

| Attendance MATTERS, as Much as Later Years (n=13) | 7.5% |
| Attendance MATTERS, but Less Than Later Years (n=12) | 10.7% |
| Attendance Somewhat Matters/Doesn’t Matter (n=14) | 13.2% |

Average Absence Rate

Data Source: Parent interview; n=39.
Figure 21 shows that children whose parents believe preschool attendance is as important as in later years had the lowest absence rates (an average of 7.5 percent). In comparison, children whose parents said that preschool attendance was important but would be even more important in later years had absence rates of 10.7 percent, on average. Finally, children whose parents did not believe that regular attendance in preschool matters much had the highest absence rates, with an average of 13.2 percent.  

Attendance is better in safe, orderly schools.

As we showed in the previous section, parents’ attitudes about the importance of preschool attendance are related to their children’s attendance rates. This suggests that children may attend more when there is a strong connection between families and schools. One key factor in building this strong connection is having a positive school climate—including high levels of teacher-parent trust and parent involvement within the school. Other factors may also be important. For example, Bryk and colleagues (2010) found that a school’s level of safety and orderliness was the school factor most strongly associated with whether an elementary school showed improvement in student attendance over a seven-year period. In addition, schools with a strong instructional program and schools in which there was a strong professional commitment among teachers were also more likely to show improvement in attendance compared to schools that were weak on these dimensions.

Using teacher survey responses from the 2012 survey, we examined whether these same school climate measures—including teacher-parent trust, parent involvement in the school, school safety, and teachers’ commitment to their school—were related to preschools’ average attendance rates. We also examined whether preschool teachers’ feelings of connectedness to the rest of their elementary school were related to their preschool students’ attendance. Finally, we looked at whether a classroom’s instructional supports, as measured by the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS), were related to the average attendance of students in that classroom.

Schools that enroll similar student populations have different average absence rates that vary with the school climate. Consistent with earlier research, the climate factor most strongly associated with average absence was the level of safety reported by teachers at the school; preschool students were absent less often in schools in which teachers reported feeling safe (see Table 5). Although very few preschool parents who responded to our survey listed safety as a top reason why their child missed school, it may be the case that an unsafe school environment helps to foster an overall indifference about the importance of regular attendance. In addition, preschool students missed fewer days when they attended schools in which trust between parents and teachers was strong, parent involvement was high, and teachers felt a strong commitment to their school. Absences were also lower in schools where preschool teachers reported feeling more connected to the elementary school as a whole. While we do not have a clear understanding of why this connection matters for attendance, we speculate that in these schools there is a more explicit and shared recognition of the importance of preschool for preparing students for kindergarten and beyond, which may be felt not only by teachers but also by parents. When schools are strong on safety, parent involvement, trust, teacher commitment, or preschool teacher inclusion, their preschool students have an overall absence rate that is one-and-a-half percentage points lower than schools that are weak on the same component, after taking into account the background characteristics of students enrolled in the school.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School and Classroom Climate Measures</th>
<th>Correlation with Adjusted Preschool Absence Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-Parent Trust</td>
<td>-0.21***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Involvement</td>
<td>-0.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Safety</td>
<td>-0.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool Inclusion</td>
<td>-0.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Commitment</td>
<td>-0.19***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Instructional Supports</td>
<td>-0.12*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Adjusted preschool absence rates take into account students’ race, gender, ELL status, special education status, neighborhood poverty level, and socioeconomic status, and the distance traveled to school. (1) Indicates a school level measure; n=341. (2) Indicates a classroom level measure; n=288.
A classroom’s instructional quality was also significantly related to preschool attendance: students missed fewer days of school when the instructional quality of their classroom was high; however, the relationship between absences and classroom instructional quality was not as strong as the relationships with other climate factors. On average, absence rates were about half a point lower in classrooms where instructional quality was high compared to classrooms where instructional quality was low. As our findings in this chapter have shown, families play an important role in whether their children attend preschool regularly. The aspects of school life that parents experience most directly, such as relationships with school staff and school safety, seem to matter more for children’s attendance than the quality of the instructional program.

Summary
Many preschool students miss school because they are sick. In fact, illness accounted for just over half of all days missed during a nine-week period. However, African American and Latino students missed twice as many days of school due to sickness than white students. African American students were also more likely to miss school because their parents struggled with an array of logistical challenges in getting their children to school, including transportation, child care issues, and family-related issues. Challenging family circumstances — unemployment and low levels of parent education, single family households, poor health among family members, and reliance on emergency rooms or medical care — may make it harder for families to manage sickness and logistical obstacles.

Other factors may play a role in whether children attend preschool regularly. Parents who believe their children’s school attendance is as important in preschool as in later grades have children who begin their educational career with better attendance than other children. But parents are not alone in being able to make a difference; there is evidence suggesting schools can contribute to setting a culture that supports better attendance. School organization may play a role in fostering good attendance, and school leaders can create structures that support family efforts to get their students to school every day. In the next chapter, we discuss the implications of these findings and others for understanding and addressing chronic absenteeism.
Chapter 4

Interpretive Summary

Chronic absenteeism is common among CPS preschool students and has significant implications for these students’ kindergarten readiness and future attendance patterns, which may have a detrimental effect on their learning outcomes in later grades. Schools’ ability to organize themselves to support preschool attendance may be key to preventing later problems.

Chronic absenteeism in preschool is a significant problem, with more than one-third of all four-year-old CPS preschool students missing 10 percent or more of school. Chronically absent preschool students not only have lower levels of academic and social-emotional kindergarten readiness, but they also are more likely to be chronically absent in subsequent grades. Among students with multiple years of chronic absenteeism between preschool and second grade, many need intervention in order to be reading at grade level by third grade. The link between preschool attendance and learning outcomes highlights a need to understand and address the roots of chronic absenteeism among preschool students. Doing so may ensure that more students are prepared for kindergarten. It may also help to turn around problematic patterns at the very earliest stage of a student’s educational career, before a cumulative toll has occurred from irregular attendance over multiple years.

As schools consider what they can do to improve preschool students’ attendance, they may feel that many of the factors contributing to high rates of absenteeism are beyond their control. Typical childhood illnesses (e.g., colds, flu, and stomach viruses) account for more than half of all school days missed. Other factors (e.g., transportation, child care issues, and poor family health), which contribute disproportionately to poor attendance among African American students, may seem even more intractable since they are deeply connected with societal problems like poverty and lack of access to quality health care. Yet, schools may be able to make a difference. Schools serving similar populations of students do have different attendance rates, which is related to the climate, and presumably on the policies and practices of the school.

Improving attendance within a school may require a multi-tiered approach, much like the Response to Intervention (RtI) approach. This could involve implementing broad, school-wide approaches to monitoring and supporting attendance; more targeted approaches for students who are at risk of chronic absenteeism; and intensive interventions for chronically absent students. The specific approaches, and the focus on each level of intervention, will vary across schools.

At the school-wide level, collecting and monitoring data on all students’ attendance is an important first step. For students whose attendance falls within a warning level, schools may create plans for reaching out to parents to help them understand the importance of preschool and strategize on how to improve attendance. Schools may also consider partnering with local organizations to help remove some of the barriers to regular attendance. In the next sections, we extrapolate on these strategies that may contribute to better attendance.
Collecting, Monitoring Data is an Important Step for Improving Attendance

Illinois is one of only a few states that do not require schools to report student attendance, which may mean there is very little incentive for districts or schools to collect and monitor how often students are absent from school. Even in states that do require attendance data to be reported, schools and districts are typically held accountable for average daily attendance, which, as we describe in Chapter 1, can mask larger attendance problems. A better indicator of potential attendance issues at the school level is the percent of students in a school who are chronically absent. By tracking chronic absence rates at schools, districts can determine the degree to which schools may need support and strategies for getting more students to come to school regularly.

Identifying individual students who are chronically absent is also important for addressing attendance issues within a school. Monthly or biweekly watch lists that highlight those students who miss more than a particular number of days may prove useful, so that teachers can reach out to parents to help develop strategies for attending more regularly.\textsuperscript{37, 38}\n
Sharing preschool attendance records with kindergarten teachers as students transition to the next grade level may help elementary schools maintain a sustained and consistent approach to improving attendance over time. Kindergarten teachers might reach out to families of students who were chronically absent in preschool early, as soon as they start to miss school. Breaking the cycle of multiple years of chronic absenteeism early on may be a critical step toward improving the learning trajectories of students with the highest risk of chronic absenteeism.

Communicating with Families May Help Improve Attendance

As schools strategize on how to best support improved attendance, the greatest chances of success will happen when a working relationship exists between schools and families. While many of the factors that are related to preschool attendance are struggles that families face outside the school building, schools may be able to improve student attendance by working together with families. In fact, outreach and relationship building with parents is often intended to be a key component of preschool programs, such as Head Start, where one goal of the program is to have “parents and families observe, guide, promote, and participate in the everyday learning of their children at home, school, and in their communities.”\textsuperscript{39}\n
As parents become directly involved in their child’s learning and have stronger relationships with their child’s teacher, there is a greater support for academic advancement.\textsuperscript{40}\n
There is value in messaging the importance of preschool attendance to parents. While most parents we interviewed said that regular attendance in preschool is important, not all parents believed it was as important as regular attendance in the elementary grades; these beliefs were then related to their children’s attendance in preschool. Because parent attitudes do play a role in whether children come to school regularly, providing parents with information on the ways in which preschool attendance matters for their child’s learning and educational trajectory may encourage them to focus on attendance with their own child. By showing the relationship between attendance in preschool and kindergarten readiness, schools can point to compelling evidence that regular attendance may be important for preparing young children for kindergarten, both academically and socially.

More targeted efforts may be necessary for students who enter preschool with low levels of incoming skills. These students are the most likely to miss a large amount of preschool, and they benefit the most from regular attendance. It may help to develop a partnership before problems occur by reaching out to these parents at the beginning of the school year, before the student is frequently absent, to develop strategies for students’ learning that include regular attendance. Forging trust between parents and teachers around issues of attendance is critical. In doing so, it is important that parents not feel they are being blamed for their child’s high rates of absenteeism but instead feel that they are being engaged in a process of figuring out how to provide their child with the best learning opportunities by getting them to school more regularly. Teachers
can use data on the relationship between attendance and later outcomes to show concern about the student’s future and keep conversations focused on what to do to help the child gain as much as possible from his/her preschool experience.

Families and communities differ in the particular needs and challenges they face in making sure their children attend preschool regularly. Thus improving attendance of very young children is likely to require a “student by student, family by family” approach. The pre-existing emphasis on family involvement in preschool provides an opportunity for teachers to build relationships with parents of chronically absent students to understand the specific reasons why some students miss so much school and develop strategies among members of the school community to address common issues.

Partnering with Local Organizations May Help Schools Improve Attendance

As we have seen, absences do not occur in a vacuum; they are attached to a range of difficulties that families face. While schools cannot reasonably be expected to solve many of the issues that lead to very high rates of absenteeism (e.g., poor family health, child care, and transportation), they may be able to partner with community organizations that can assist with some of these challenges or figure out ways to help families to support each other (e.g., through carpools and information sharing). Community partnerships may prove particularly useful in two areas that substantially contribute to preschool absences—poor student and family health, and the half-day preschool schedule.

• Poor student and family health. Missing many days of school because of sickness and poor parental health is a significant issue for some preschool children, especially African American students. Schools in which sick rates are especially high might consider establishing close relationships with community health organizations that can provide health services to families. For example, partnerships with health organizations could teach parents about how to manage young children’s sickness, particularly asthma. Health organizations may also be able to provide important health screening, diagnostics, or health care for children and their families. Finally, community health partnerships may be able to provide parents with important information about medical care resources available in their community, so that families do not need to rely on emergency rooms for medical care.

• The half-day schedule. The half-day schedule provided by most CPS preschools creates a logistical challenge for many parents. Half-day programs have become increasingly prevalent, especially with the rise in numbers of three- and four-year-olds being served alongside simultaneous decreases in funding. But parents described that having school for only two-and-a-half or three hours a day was difficult to plan around. While lengthening the school day is not likely given current fiscal constraints, supplementing the existing half-day programs with other community-based learning opportunities may increase children’s learning in several ways. First, it could increase exposure to educational programming, and thus time on task. Being in a learning environment for a longer period of time—particularly for children who are not likely to be developing kindergarten-readiness skills at home—expands the opportunities children have to learn. Second, it may increase overall attendance of young children. If half-day programming deters parents from getting their children to school every day, maybe full-day programming (or supplemental programming of some sort) will make it easier for children to come to school every day. It might also send a message to parents that missing a day of school can undermine their child’s development towards readiness for kindergarten.

There are other ways community partnerships may also promote better attendance. For instance, some neighborhood organizations utilize parents to reach out to other parents, helping to create social networks for families. Schools that partner with community-based organizations may jointly be able to figure out additional strategies to address the schools’, families’, and students’ particular challenges, while engaging families in the process, and thus building trust.
Conclusion
Poor school attendance, beginning in the earliest of years, is one of the first indicators that a child may be struggling—both at home and at school. Indeed, for some children early absenteeism is just the beginning of many years of missing substantial amounts of school. But attendance can also be thought of as a powerful lever. Focusing on preschool children with poor attendance and reaching out to families to address obstacles provides schools and early education programs with the earliest opportunity to engage families and change the course of a student’s educational trajectory.

At the local and national level, policymakers have been aiming to provide more and more children with access to a high quality preschool education. However, the quality of that education is not only tied to the emotional and instructional supports available for children and families in early education programs. It also relies on the assumption that children are regularly attending school. That means that just enrolling children in preschool is not enough. Ensuring that preschool students attend regularly is a critical component in preparing them for kindergarten and beyond, particularly for students who have low levels of prior skills. Schools may not be able solve all of the issues that keep students from coming to school, but they can work on strategies to get students to school despite those issues. Focusing on and improving attendance has the potential to redirect struggling children onto the pathway towards educational success.
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Appendix A
Data Sources, Description of Samples, and Analytic Methods

Administrative data on student background and yearly attendance. Administrative data on all Chicago Public School (CPS) students are collected by the district and shared with the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research (UChicago CCSR) twice a year. These data include student background information, such as gender, grade level, birthdate, free or reduced-price lunch eligibility, special education status, and home address. UChicago CCSR also receives end-of-year attendance data on all students, which provide the overall number of days each student is enrolled and absent each year. These records are available for all students in CPS.

Data on neighborhood economic conditions. Using the home address of each student, CCSR merges in census information about the neighborhood in which each student lives to create two measures of the economic conditions of students’ residential block group. There are CPS students in 2,450 census block groups in the city; each block group is equivalent to about one city block. A measure of neighborhood concentration of poverty is constructed from data on the percent of adult males employed, and the percent of families with incomes above the poverty line. A measure of neighborhood social status is constructed from data on the mean level of education of adults and the percentage of employed persons who work as managers or professionals. Both neighborhood measures are standardized such that a 0 value is the mean value for census block groups in Chicago and 1 is the standard deviation. Half of the block groups will have a negative value, and half will have a positive value. Neighborhoods with a concentration of poverty value greater than 1 are considered high-poverty neighborhoods, those with values between -1 and 1 are considered moderate-poverty neighborhoods, and those with values below -1 are considered low-poverty neighborhoods. The concentration of poverty variable is especially useful for determining the poorest of the poor neighborhoods in the city because it is much more sensitive to differences than only using the simple free or reduced-price lunch variable.

Data on daily attendance and program type. For preschool attendance rates, the CPS Office of Early Childhood Education (OECE) provided attendance files for all three- and four-year-old CPS preschool students for the school years 2008-09 through 2011-12. These files allowed us to compare attendance rates across the year, and the duration and timing of periods of absence for each student. These files also provided ELL status for preschool students in 2010-11 and 2011-12. For our analyses, we excluded preschool students who were enrolled in a Montessori program or in a program specifically focused on children with special needs, in line with studies conducted by CPS.

Cleaning daily attendance data files, 2008-09 through 2011-12: CCSR worked closely with OECE to clean that data appropriately. First, we eliminated any students in the files who were never present over the school year. Second, and perhaps most importantly, we adjusted the data so that professional development (PD) days for teachers were not counted against students. During these school years, many preschool teachers had a half-day of professional development every Friday. This affected their morning sessions for about half of the year and their afternoon sessions for the other half of the year. On these days, students were marked as absent even though it was a non-enrollment day for them. Because PD days for teachers were not on a consistent calendar across all teachers, we adjusted days when nearly all students in a class were marked as having an excused absence and counted those as non-enrollment days. After this adjustment was made, the modal number of enrollment days for preschool students was around 150 days.
Datasets for Examining Absenteeism in Preschool and the Early Grades

Using our adjusted daily preschool attendance files, student master files from CPS, and average yearly attendance for students in grades kindergarten and above, we created annual datasets for 2008-09 through 2011-12. For cross-sectional analyses on average absence rates and the percent of students chronically absent, we included students if they were either (1) in our preschool daily attendance files, were three or four years old, and listed as in preschool in our master file; or (2) were in our master file, were between the ages of five and eight, and in kindergarten through third grade (for the analysis of later grades). Table A.1 displays the background characteristics of the preschool children included in our sample; Table A.2 provides overall sample sizes for students ages five through eight included in cross-sectional analyses of absence rates. For three-year-olds enrolled in preschool in 2008-09, we also created a longitudinal dataset that contained records across all of the years, linked by student ID, to see how students’ absences changed over time as they moved from preschool through third grade, following the same students across years.

Using the annual datasets, we first calculated average absence rates and the percent of students chronically absent for each age group of students in each year. Using the longitudinal dataset, we calculated average absence rates for the same students at ages three, four, five, and six.

To determine which background characteristics were most strongly associated with chronic absenteeism, we compared pseudo-R2 statistics from a series of logistic regressions in which chronic absenteeism was modeled as a function of each background characteristic individually and in combination. Background characteristics included race, gender, neighborhood poverty, neighborhood social status, special education status, and ELL status. Although we present neighborhood poverty categorically in Figure 5, p.13, it was analyzed as a continuous variable. Even with neighborhood poverty as a continuous variable, race was much more predictive of absence rates than neighborhood poverty.

**TABLE A.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>African American</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>Other Race</th>
<th>Special Education</th>
<th>Percent from High-Poverty Neighborhood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>3-year-olds</td>
<td>8,386</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-year-olds</td>
<td>15,713</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>24,099</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>3-year-olds</td>
<td>8,816</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-year-olds</td>
<td>16,506</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>25,322</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-11</td>
<td>3-year-olds</td>
<td>8,881</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-year-olds</td>
<td>15,571</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>24,452</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-12</td>
<td>3-year-olds</td>
<td>8,830</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-year-olds</td>
<td>16,118</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>24,948</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>2008-09</th>
<th>2009-10</th>
<th>2010-11</th>
<th>2011-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>29,904</td>
<td>30,172</td>
<td>29,490</td>
<td>30,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30,544</td>
<td>30,818</td>
<td>30,593</td>
<td>30,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>30,549</td>
<td>30,031</td>
<td>29,959</td>
<td>30,736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>30,213</td>
<td>29,707</td>
<td>28,809</td>
<td>29,722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relationships between Attendance and Student Outcomes

Preschool Learning Outcomes (KRT)
In 2010-11, OECE at CPS conducted a study of preschool students—the Preschool Longitudinal Study (PLS)—for which they collected detailed data on student achievement and classroom practices. They used a stratified, random sampling scheme to select classrooms to participate in the study; this process ensured that their sample of classrooms was representative of the district’s preschool programs. Within these classrooms, they conducted classroom observations and one-on-one child assessments with a sub-sample of children. We used the following assessment data from this sample:

• **Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of Achievement (WJ)**
  The WJ is a norm-referenced assessment of academic achievement that has been widely used for decades. Four-year-olds who were part of the PLS sample were administered several subtests of the Woodcock-Johnson III in both the fall and spring of preschool. We used students’ fall Letter-Word Identification scores as a control for incoming achievement when we analyzed end-of-year kindergarten readiness scores. In Appendix C, we show students’ growth from the beginning to the end of the year on their WJ Brief Achievement Scores, a cluster score derived from three subtests: Applied Problems, Letter-Word Identification, and Spelling.

• **Kindergarten Readiness Tool (KRT)** In spring 2011, four-year-old students were administered a one-on-one assessment of their kindergarten readiness skills. The Kindergarten Readiness Tool (KRT) was designed by CPS in 2009 and has been revised over the years. The version used in spring 2011 was analyzed by CCSR to ensure internal reliability of the tool (see Appendix B). We use this assessment as a measure of students’ skills in math, letter recognition, pre-literacy, and social-emotional development at the end of preschool.

Our analysis of preschool learning outcomes was based on CPS’s sample of 1,265 students in their PLS study who were four years old in 2010-11. Background characteristics are shown in Table A.3; these statistics are presented by six categories of absences and they are also shown for the sample as a whole. For comparison, the bottom row of each table also provides descriptive statistics for the full population of four-year-olds from which the sample was drawn. The sample used in the analysis of preschool learning outcomes is somewhat similar to the full population of four-year-olds in 2010-11, with a few exceptions: there were considerably

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absence Rates</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>African American</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Special Education</th>
<th>Percent from High-Poverty Neighborhood</th>
<th>Incoming WJ Letter-Word Identification Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%&lt;3.3%</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>343.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3%&lt;6.6%</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>341.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6%&lt;10%</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>339.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%&lt;15%</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>338.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%&lt;20%</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>335.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%+</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>325.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL Sample</td>
<td>1,265</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>339.2 (25.9)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Four-Year-Olds</td>
<td>15,358</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** * Standard deviation of WJ-LW scores
fewer Latino students and more white students in the sample than in the full population. As a result, fewer students in the sample were chronically absent than in the full population (35 percent compared to 41 percent). The difference in ethnic composition between the sample and the full population may be due to a shortage of Spanish speaking assessors who administered the Woodcock-Johnson III test to this sample at the beginning of the school year.

There are several dissimilarities across students who exhibited different absence rates over the school year. Students who attended most regularly were more likely to be white, less likely to be African American, less likely to be receiving special education services, and less likely to be from a high-poverty neighborhood; they also entered preschool with higher incoming skills than students who were absent from school more often.

We ran several analyses of each of the four KRT subscales. The first analysis examined the bivariate relationship between students’ absence categories and their KRT scores, without taking into account students’ background characteristics or incoming skills. Because of the differences in students’ background characteristics and incoming skills by absence category displayed in Table A.2 on p.44, our second model controlled for these differences.

Both models were run using an HLM measurement model in which a student’s score on a KRT subtest was adjusted at level 1 for measurement error in the KRT score (obtained through Rasch analysis of the items that comprise that test). Adjusted scores were nested within students at level 2, and students were nested within preschools at level 3. The initial model did not include any control variables. The model for the second analysis is shown below.

A third model examined whether there were interaction effects of initial skill and attendance on predicted outcomes — that is, whether attendance had different relationships with outcomes depending on students’ initial skill levels. We included a linear standardized rate (rather than the absence categories included above). The interaction terms were interactions between the linear absence rate and the incoming Woodcock-Johnson III Letter-Word Identification score.

**Second Grade Attendance**

We show the trajectory of attendance for students from the time they are four years old through the time they are seven years old. These descriptions include all students who were four years old in 2008-09 for whom we had preschool attendance data; we followed them longitudinally for four years. The final sample size was 15,713 students.

**LEVEL 1 MODEL**

(KRT Score/Standard Error) \(_{ijk} = \pi_{ijk}(1/\text{Standard Error}_{ijk}) + e^*_{ijk}\)

e^*_{ijk} \sim N(0,1)

**LEVEL 2 MODEL**

\(\pi_{ijk} = \beta_{10k} + \beta_{11k}(\text{Absence Category } 2_{jk}) + \beta_{12k}(\text{Absence Category } 3_{jk}) + \beta_{13k}(\text{Absence Category } 4_{jk}) + \beta_{14k}(\text{Absence Category } 5_{jk}) + \beta_{15k}(\text{Absence Category } 6_{jk}) + \beta_{16k}(\text{African American }_{jk}) + \beta_{17k}(\text{Latino }_{jk}) + \beta_{18k}(\text{Other Race }_{jk}) + \beta_{19k}(\text{Neighborhood Poverty }_{jk}) + \beta_{20k}(\text{Neighborhood Social Status }_{jk}) + \beta_{21k}(\text{English Language Learner }_{jk}) + \beta_{22k}(\text{Special Education }_{jk}) + \beta_{23k}(\text{Male }_{jk}) + \beta_{24k}(\text{First Preschool Year }_{jk}) + \beta_{25k}(\text{Fall WJ Letter-Word Identification Score }_{jk}) + r_{ijk}\)

**LEVEL 3 MODEL**

\(\beta_{10k} = \gamma_{100} + u_{10k}\)

\(\beta_{11k} = \gamma_{110}\)

... 

\(\beta_{15k} = \gamma_{1150}\)
Second Grade Learning Outcomes (DIBELS)

The outcome measure for second grade learning outcomes was the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS 6th Edition), provided by CPS. Some CPS schools, but not all, administer the DIBELS to their second-grade students in the spring of each year; the decision of whether or not to use the DIBELS has been left up to network areas and schools. As of 2011-12, charter schools either did not administer the DIBELS in their schools or did not report those scores to CPS.

Our analysis of learning outcomes in second grade was based on a sample of 7,236 four-year-olds who were enrolled in a CPS preschool during 2008-09, had reached second grade by 2011-12, and took the DIBELS that year. The sample used in the analysis of second grade learning outcomes was very similar to the full population from which it was drawn (see Table A.4). This represents 46 percent of all four-year-old preschool students in 2008-09. The sample was similar in background characteristics to the full four-year-old population, except that the DIBELS-takers were slightly less likely to be African American, perhaps a function of the fact that charter schools did not administer the DIBELS or provide that data to CPS.

We conducted two two-level HLM analyses with students nested within the school they attended when they were in preschool. The first model only included a dummy variable for each year students were chronically absent (i.e., preschool, kindergarten, first grade, and second grade). We tested whether there were significant interactions between multiple years of chronic absenteeism, but none existed; therefore, the relationship between having more years of chronic absenteeism and DIBELS scores was additive. The results of this model are shown in Figure 10 in Chapter 2. The second model, shown below, added background characteristics (i.e., race, neighborhood poverty, neighborhood social status, special education status, and gender). Because there were no data available, we did not control for any prior achievement. The results of this model are presented in Endnote 25.

### TABLE A.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>White (%)</th>
<th>African American (%)</th>
<th>Latino (%)</th>
<th>Other Race (%)</th>
<th>Special Education (Second Grade) (%)</th>
<th>Percent from High-Poverty Neighborhood (%)</th>
<th>Preschool Absence Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full population of 4-year-olds in 2008-09</td>
<td>15,636</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population of 4-year-olds in 2008-09 who took DIBELS in 2011-12</td>
<td>7,236</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>50.4%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### LEVEL 1 MODEL

\[ \text{DIBELS Score}_{ij} = \beta_{0j} + \beta_{1j} (\text{Chronically Absent in PreK}_{ij}) + \beta_{2j} (\text{Chronically Absent in Kindergarten}_{ij}) + \beta_{3j} (\text{Chronically Absent in First Grade}_{ij}) + \beta_{4j} (\text{Chronically Absent in Second Grade}_{ij}) + \beta_{5j} (\text{African American}_{ij}) + \beta_{6j} (\text{Latino}_{ij}) + \beta_{7j} (\text{Other Race}_{ij}) + \beta_{8j} (\text{Neighborhood Poverty}_{ij}) + \beta_{9j} (\text{Neighborhood Social Status}_{ij}) + \beta_{10j} (\text{Special Education}_{ij}) + \beta_{11j} (\text{Male}_{ij}) + r_{ij} \]

#### LEVEL 2 MODEL

\[ \beta_{0j} = \gamma_{00} + u_{0j} \]
\[ \beta_{1j} = \gamma_{10} \]
\[ ... \]
\[ \beta_{11j} = \gamma_{110} \]
Understanding Reasons for Absences, Explaining the Racial Gap, and Exploring School-Level Culture

Understanding Reasons for Absences
With the help and support of OECE, CCSR conducted several types of new data collection during the 2011-12 school year to better understand reasons behind preschool absences. These included attendance logs, parent surveys, and parent interviews.

Attendance Logs. In a sample of classrooms (described below), teachers were asked to keep logs of the reasons why students were absent. Logs were filled out for a three-week period at three different points of the year (November, February, and April/May). For each round of data collection, teachers received pre-populated rosters of students either in their AM or in their PM session (our target class). The teachers recorded who was absent on each day of the three-week period. They then chose a reason for the absence from a list already provided to them. The options were: doctor’s visit (but not sick); sick (non-chronic); chronic illness; lack of transportation; caregiver arrangements; school phobia/separation anxiety; personal time/vacation; lack of sleep; family-related reason; violence/safety; weather; religion; other; do not know. There was also space for the teacher to write notes if s/he could elaborate on the reason.

Attendance logs were collected in 57 preschool classrooms. These classrooms were chosen as a representative sample of classrooms from OECE’s Preschool Longitudinal Study sample. Across the three attendance log time points, we had data for a total of 1,229 students. This sample is representative of the full CPS preschool population (see Table A.5 on p.49 for the background characteristics and overall absence rate of this sample).

Parent Surveys. On report card pick-up day in April 2012, OECE and CCSR staff conducted surveys from parents who agreed to participate. Staff approached all parents of children in a target session (morning or afternoon), and asked them if they would be willing to fill out a short survey. In return, they received a $5 gift card. Parent surveys were collected in 55 of our 57 sample classrooms. We have responses from parents of 56 percent of all students in these classes, and over 90 percent of the parents who were present for parent-teacher meetings on the day of report card pick-ups. Our total number of survey responses was 627. On the survey consent form, we asked parents for permission to link their responses to information about their child (background characteristics and attendance data). Of the 627 respondents, 525 provided consent and information about their child so we could merge the data about their child with the survey responses. This sample of students (whose parents gave permission to link the survey data to background information) has a lower average absence rate compared to all CPS preschool children, indicating that our data collection procedure may have attracted a somewhat biased sample of parents for the survey (see Table A.5). Therefore, we do not use this sample to estimate the absence rates or frequency of reasons for absence across the population of students; we use the log data for this purpose. Instead, we use the parent surveys to examine the relationships between family circumstances and attitudes and absence rates for subgroups of students.

Parent Interviews. On the parent survey, we asked parents to indicate if they would be willing to participate in a follow-up interview about their answers to survey questions. Roughly 65 percent of survey parents agreed to be contacted for a follow-up interview (n=408), providing a large group from which to sample. We used a two-step process to select our interview sample. First, we selected 11 classrooms using a stratified, random sampling design and oversampled classrooms with high average absences. In each of the 11 selected classrooms, we aimed to select a sample of parents that represented different levels of student absenteeism, with an over-sampling of students with high rates of absenteeism. We over-sampled families whose students had high rates of absenteeism so that we could learn about the factors that interfered with coming to school. Students in each classroom were divided into attendance terciles (based on attendance data as of the beginning of April 2012). We then randomly selected two students from the high tercile of absence rates and one student from each of the low and middle terciles. Our final sample consisted of 40 parents—four of whom were interviewed in Spanish. Table A.5 shows that our
interview sample over-represents African American, high-poverty, and special education students.

We conducted follow-up phone interviews with our sample of parents. The interviews asked how parents felt about their child’s preschool education and what types of reasons cause their child to miss preschool. Interviews were conducted over the phone and lasted between 20 and 30 minutes. Parents were thanked with a $25 gift card.

Explaining the Racial Gap
The analysis examining factors associated with higher absence rates of African American preschool students compared to white students is based on a sample of 487 students for whom a parent or guardian completed a parent survey (the remaining surveys had been completed by another relative or caregiver). This analysis uses a two-level hierarchical Poisson regression to model the number of days students were absent, taking into account the total number of days enrolled as a function of student characteristics (i.e., race, age, and health) and parent characteristics (i.e., marital status, employment status, education level, health, source of primary medical care, and mode of transportation to school) at level 1 (see Model below). Students were nested within the preschool in which they were enrolled at level 2.

After running the model, we used the student-level residual file to draw a random sample of white students that was the same size as the population of African American students in our analysis (depending on which comparison we were making). We then assigned this sample of white students the same characteristics as African American students (defined by the predictors in the model referenced above). Finally, we ran a series of simulations in which we estimated what the rate of chronic absenteeism would be if they had the same characteristics as African American students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>African American</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>Other Race</th>
<th>Special Education</th>
<th>Percent from High-Poverty Neighborhood</th>
<th>Average Absence Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logs</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Surveys with Permission to Link to Student Data</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Interviews</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEVEL 1 MODEL

$$\text{Log } [\text{Absence Rate}]_{ij} = \beta_{0j} + \beta_{1j} (\text{African American})_{ij} + \beta_{2j} (\text{Latino})_{ij} + \beta_{3j} (\text{Other Race})_{ij} + \beta_{4j} (\text{Three Year Old})_{ij} + \beta_{5j} (\text{Single Parent})_{ij} + \beta_{6j} (\text{Parent is Employed with College Degree})_{ij} + \beta_{7j} (\text{Parent has Chronic Illness})_{ij} + \beta_{8j} (\text{Child has a Chronic Illness})_{ij} + \beta_{9j} (\text{Primary Medical Care: Emergency Room})_{ij} + \beta_{10j} (\text{Use Public Transportation to/from School})_{ij} + e_{ij}$$

LEVEL 2 MODEL

$$\beta_{0j} = \gamma_{00} + u_{0j}$$

$$\beta_{1j} = \gamma_{10}$$

...  

$$\beta_{10} = \gamma_{10}$$
Examining the Relationship between Attendance and School Climate and Classroom Instructional Quality

School Climate Measures

The University of Chicago Urban Education Institute (UCHicago UEI) administers an annual survey to all teachers across the CPS district, called the My Voice, My School survey. To characterize climate in elementary schools, we used teacher responses to the survey administered in the spring of 2012. The teacher response rate on this survey was 64 percent for elementary school teachers (preschool through eighth grade), for a total of 9,531 respondents. For questions asked only of preschool teachers, there were 657 respondents.

Some items on the survey, such as teacher-parent trust, have been included in the survey for many years. Others were added in 2012 specifically for preschool teachers. Table A.6 on p.51 displays items used in our analyses and whether the items were administered to all teachers in the school or only to preschool teachers.

Using Rasch model of analysis, UChicago CCSR produces measures from multiple items on the CCSR teacher survey. These are more comprehensive and reliable than individual items. The Rasch approach permits the creation of latent variables (e.g., Teacher-Parent Trust, Preschool Inclusion in Elementary School) that are conceptually and empirically cohesive. Using items that relate to the same characteristic, scales are constructed reflecting the relative “difficulty” (the likelihood that respondents will agree with a given item) of each item.

Our creation of measures is based on the fit statistic, which has an expected value of 1 and is calculated by taking the mean squared deviations between the expected and observed values for that item. Items for which the fit statistic is greater than 1.3 are excluded; these items do not necessarily measure the same underlying construct. The scales are also evaluated based on the person reliability statistic (the ratio of adjusted standard deviation to the root mean square error computed over the persons), which is approximately equivalent to Cronbach’s alpha.

We also obtain measures of school-level reliability from an HLM analysis that gauges the degree to which responses are consistent among teachers in the same school.

The Rasch measures are created on a logit scale. Teachers were scored on these measures based on their responses to the 2012 survey. Table A.6 displays the measures used in our analyses for this report and items that are included in the measure. Table A.7 lists the reliabilities for each of our measures. Teacher responses on each measure were then aggregated to the school level to create a school-wide indicator of each measure.

### Table A.7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Individual Reliability</th>
<th>School-level Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Safety</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Responsibility</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Commitment</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Influence</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach to Parents</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-Parent Trust</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Involvement</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool Inclusion</td>
<td>0.53*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *This reliability is lower than we normally accept to create a measure. However, having a continuous measure of teachers’ perspectives on the inclusiveness of preschool in their elementary school (rather than two responses to two items) allows us to conduct our analyses described below.

Classroom Quality Measure

As part of CPS’s PLS data collection, CPS conducts annual classroom observations in their sampled classrooms using the Classroom Assessment Scoring System-PreK (CLASS). In 2010-11, CPS only observed classrooms using items in the Instructional Support domain, which assesses the quality of classroom interactions around cognitive development, language modeling, and quality of feedback. We have observation scores on 297 number of classrooms in 2010-2011.

### Analyses

To explore whether school climate is related to preschool students’ attendance, we first ran a two level HLM in which students were nested in their preschools. We modeled four-year-old students’ absence rates (transformed into logits) as a function of their background characteristics (i.e., race, gender, ELL status, neighborhood poverty status, neighborhood socioeconomic status,
## TABLE A.6
The items that comprise survey measures included in present analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Safety</th>
<th>To what extent is each of the following a problem at your school</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Physical conflicts among students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Robbery or theft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gang activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Disorder in classrooms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Disorder in hallways</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Student disrespect of teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Threats of violence towards teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Not at all, A little, Some, To a great extent</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collective Responsibility</th>
<th>How many teachers in this school:</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Help maintain discipline in the entire school, not just their classroom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Take responsibility for improving the school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Feel responsible to help each other do their best.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Feel responsible that all students learn.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Feel responsible for helping students develop self-control.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Feel responsible when students in this school fail.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>None, Some, About half, Most</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Commitment</th>
<th>Please mark the extent to which you disagree or agree with each of the following:</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I usually look forward to each working day at this school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I wouldn’t want to work in any other school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I feel loyal to this school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I would recommend this school to parents seeking a place for their child.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher-Parent Trust</th>
<th>For the students you teach this year, how many of their parents:</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Support your teaching efforts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Do their best to help their children learn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>None, Some, About half, Most, All</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher-Parent Trust</th>
<th>How many teachers at this school feel good about parent’s support for their work?</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>None, Some, About half, Most, Nearly all</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher-Parent Trust</th>
<th>Please mark the extent to which you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your school:</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Teachers and parents think of each other as partners in educating children.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff at this school work hard to build trusting relationships with parents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher-Parent Trust</th>
<th>To what extent do you feel respected by the parents of your students?</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Not at all, A little, Some, To a great extent</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent Involvement in School</th>
<th>For the students you teach this year, how many of their parents:</th>
<th>All Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attended parent-teacher conferences when you requested them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Volunteered time to support the school (e.g., volunteer in classrooms, help with school-wide events, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Contacted me about their child’s performance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Picked up their child’s last report card.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>None, Some, About half, Most</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preschool Inclusion</th>
<th>How much does your preschool program feel like a part of your larger elementary school?</th>
<th>Preschool Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Not at all, A little, Somewhat, Very much</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preschool Inclusion</th>
<th>How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement?</th>
<th>Preschool Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My school supports collaboration between preschool and kindergarten teachers to align learning goals for children across the years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly agree</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
special education status, and distance traveled from home to school). The school-level residuals from this analysis provide a measure of how much better or worse than expected a preschool’s absence rate is given the population it serves. A school’s residual, when combined with the overall mean absence rate across all preschools, can be thought of as an adjusted absence rate for that preschool in which the effects of students’ background characteristics have been removed. We then examined the correlations of these school-level residuals with the measures of school climate described in Table A.6 to determine which measures were most strongly related to the adjusted school-level attendance rate.

To examine the relationship between classroom instructional quality and preschool attendance we used a strategy similar to the one described above, except that students were nested in classrooms instead of schools. We modeled four-year-old students’ absence rates as a function of the same background characteristics described above. Classroom level residuals were combined with the overall mean absence rate across all classrooms to create an adjusted classroom absence rate. This adjusted rate was then correlated with the CLASS score measuring instructional quality for that classroom.
The Kindergarten Readiness Tool (KRT) was developed by the Office of Early Childhood at Chicago Public Schools as a diagnostic tool. The main purpose was to determine the overall effectiveness of pre-school programs, but data has also been made available to kindergarten teachers to provide information about students’ incoming skill levels.

The KRT is made up of 86 items that are administered to children one-on-one. These include 54 items assessing students’ literacy skills and 32 math items. There are an additional eight items that assess the student’s emotional and behavioral development, through teacher report. The math and literacy items are dichotomous response items (scored “correct” or “incorrect”).

Subscale Development

The three areas suggest forming at least three subscales. We tested this idea by applying Rasch analysis to the items from each of the areas, and we found that the appropriate number of subscales was four.

Identification of Two Reading Subscales

It was clear from the beginning that the literacy items were behaving in a conceptually diverse manner. Principal components analysis of the responses confirmed that there were two separate subscales within the literacy items.

The first set of items, with factor loadings less than or equal to zero, included items that assessed the recognition of letter names and sounds (“letter recognition”). The second set of items, with the loadings greater than zero, test slightly more advanced skills (e.g., writing, comprehension, print awareness, phonological awareness, and vocabulary), which we call “pre-literacy.”

The letter recognition subscale consists of the 30 items, with a separation of 3.10, corresponding to a reliability of 0.91. The pre-literacy has a separation of 2.08 and a reliability of 0.81.

Math Subscale

There are 32 math items in the KRT. Analyzing them gives a separation of 2.12 and a reliability of 0.82. However, one item was a misfit. The item is a very difficult item, with a difficulty of 3.25—only about 25 percent of the students got it correct. The difficulty is more than one standard deviation above the mean person measure. Removing that item reduces the separation and reliability to 2.02 and 0.80, respectively, but makes for a more satisfying scale.

Social-Emotional Development Subscale

For this subscale, the teacher responded to eight items about the student’s behavior in the classroom and work habits. Each of the items is scored on its own 4-point scale, with language specific to the item stem. These eight items give a separation and reliability of 2.05 and 0.81, respectively.

Correlations of All Four Measures

We would expect that students would score similarly on all four subscales, and, to a certain extent, this is true. The following table shows the inter-correlations among measures for all subscales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Letter Recognition</th>
<th>Pre-Literacy</th>
<th>Math</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Literacy</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Emotional</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C
Relationship between Preschool Attendance and Growth on Woodcock-Johnson III

In Chapter 2, we describe how attendance is related to learning outcomes on the Kindergarten Readiness Tool (KRT) administered at the end of preschool. We chose this instrument because it measures multiple domains deemed necessary for kindergarten readiness, including both academic and social-emotional domains. In our final models, described in Appendix A, we used a measure from the Woodcock-Johnson III to control for incoming skills. Because children were not given the KRT at the beginning of the year, we were not able to directly measure growth on those subscales. Children were, however, given the Woodcock-Johnson III assessment in both the fall and spring of their preschool year. Here, we show an additional set of analyses examining growth on the Woodcock-Johnson III during the preschool year; these analyses corroborate our findings from the KRT analysis.

Sample and Analyses
The sample of students included in this analysis is very similar to the one used in our KRT analyses. We include any four-year-old for whom we have fall and spring WJ-Brief Achieve scores in 2010-11. Our total sample included 1,116 students.

CPS administered a range of assessments to this sample of children at both the beginning and end of the preschool year, including five subtests of the Woodcock-Johnson III, a normed test of achievement. They were: Letter-Word Identification (LW), Story Recall, Understanding Directions, Spelling, and Applied Problems (AP). The WJ-III scoring software produces also cluster scores out of these subtests: Brief Achievement (a cluster of LW, AP, and Spelling) and Oral Language (a cluster of Story Recall and Understanding Directions). The scores provided to CCSR were W scores, which are Rasch-based scores that allow for a direct linear comparison over time. For our analyses, we focused on the Brief Achievement cluster score, which captures both early literacy and early math concepts. These are most aligned with three of the KRT subscales that focus on academic learning (letter recognition, early literacy, and math).

We used a two level HLM to analyze growth from fall to spring on the Brief Achieve score, controlling for the same set of background characteristics used in the KRT analyses (gender, race/ethnicity, ELL status, special education status, prior preschool experience in CPS, and neighborhood poverty/social status). We also added two extra controls into these models for children’s age at the first testing time point, and for the lapse in time between the fall and spring administration of the WJ III.

Analyses of Growth on the Woodcock-Johnson Brief Achievement Scores Corroborate Findings from KRT Analyses
Similar to our KRT findings, children who missed more school had lower scores in the spring implementation of the Woodcock-Johnson, even when we compare students with similar scores in the fall. Children with high absence rates had smaller gains from fall to spring than children who regularly came to school. Figure C.1 shows spring WJ scores for students by their absence category. These show the predicted spring scores, adjusting for fall scores and background characteristics. As presented in Chapter 2, outcomes are lower for children who attend school less.

We also examined whether the relationship between absence rates and spring scores was different depending on students’ incoming skill level. We found that the relationship was stronger for students who entered preschool with lower levels of incoming skills, which is consistent with findings from the KRT analyses. Among students with low levels of incoming skills (yellow lines in Figure C.2), test score gains were considerably higher for students who had the best attendance (missing less than 3.3 percent of school) than for students who had the worst attendance (missing 10 percent or more of...
Students who miss more school learn less over the school year, resulting in lower scores in the spring than students who attend school regularly.

Note: These results take into account students’ race/ethnicity, gender, ELL status, special education status, whether they attended CPS preschool the prior year, neighborhood poverty level, and fall Woodcock-Johnson scores; n=1,060. *Indicates that scores are significantly different from scores of students with absences between 0 and 3.3 percent at p<.05 level; **p<.01; ***p<.001.

The largest gains are attained by students who enter with the lowest skills and attend school the most.

Note: This graph shows average growth for students based on their incoming skill level and their attendance during the preschool year. Solid lines represent students within each achievement group who had the best attendance (missing less than 3.3 percent of school) and dashed lines represent students within each achievement group who were chronically absent (missing 10 percent or more of school); n=1,060.

school). Among students who entered preschool with the highest level of incoming skills (green and blue lines in Figure C.2), test scores gains were similar for students with the best and worst attendance. Overall, students who enter school with the lowest scores do learn more than students who enter with the highest scores, thereby narrowing the achievement gap. However, the gap narrows less among children who miss a substantial amount of preschool. Preschool is intended to better prepare children—especially low-skilled, high-risk children—for kindergarten and beyond. We see here that this can only be realized if children with low skills are not only enrolled in preschool but also are attending school regularly.
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15. Fifty-seven percent of CPS kindergarten children in 2011-12 had been enrolled in a CPS school-based preschool program the prior year. The remaining 43 percent were either served by other preschool programs or did not have any formal education prior to entering CPS in kindergarten. Nearly all (85 percent) preschool students who enrolled in a CPS school-based program in 2011-12 were still enrolled in a CPS school the next year. This included three-year-olds who remained in CPS for their four-year-old preschool year and four-year-olds who transitioned to a CPS kindergarten program.
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When looking at students who were enrolled in CPS in both preschool (2008-09) and kindergarten (2009-10), 42.6 percent of chronically absent kindergarteners had missed 20 percent or more of school during preschool, and another 35 percent had missed between 10 and 19.9 percent during preschool.

Our HLM models, described in Appendix A, have a predictor for being chronically absent in each year between 2008-09 and 2011-12. We tested for whether there were interactions between multiple years of chronic absenteeism and DIBELS ORF outcomes, but none were significant. Therefore, it seems that there is an additive relationship between chronic absenteeism in the early years and our outcome measure.

Figure 10 does not control for student background characteristics; however, even when we take into account background characteristics (e.g., race/ethnicity, gender, special education status, and neighborhood poverty and social status), students who have multiple years of chronic absenteeism still need some intervention to be reading on grade level by third grade, on average. The means for each group in the model controlling for background characteristics are: Not chronically absent (CA): 99.0; CA in preschool: 95.8; CA in preschool and kindergarten: 90.7; CA in preschool, kindergarten, and first grade: 83.8; CA in preschool, kindergarten, first grade, and second grade: 76.3.

In the DIBELS 6th Edition Assessment and Scoring Guide (Good and Kaminski, 2002), these are labeled as “Some risk,” indicating the need for additional intervention, and “At risk,” indicating the need for substantial interventions.

This is based on a cohort of 2008-09 four-year-olds who were in the CPS system through second grade in 2011-12 and who had a DIBELS score.

All names of students, parents, and schools in this report are pseudonyms.

We report out days missed due to illness based on our attendance logs. It may be that parents have different decision rules about when to keep their child home from school when they are sick. Therefore, when we say that some students are “sick more often,” we mean that they were reported as being sick more often when they missed school. However, we have some reason to believe that some groups of students are in fact more likely to get sick more often. For instance, African American children were more likely to have a chronic illness or to have health that was rated poor/fair by their parents.

We found a similar relationship between parent attitudes about preschool and children's attendance based on survey responses. Most parents responded that regular attendance in preschool is very important, and their children had an absence rate of 8.2 percent. Children whose parents said attendance is important had an absence rate of 9.4 percent. Children whose parents said attendance is only somewhat important had an absence rate of 15.4 percent. Note that none of these relationships can be interpreted as causal.

UChicago CCSR climate surveys measure responses from all teachers within the elementary school (preschool through eighth grade). Note that the survey measures explored here are highly correlated with each other.

This particular question was asked only of preschool teachers.

To avoid confounding a school’s, or a classroom’s, attendance rates with the background characteristics of the students enrolled there, we created an adjusted average attendance rate for each school and each classroom. These adjusted rates take into account the background characteristics of students who attend that school and allow us to compare attendance rates across schools and classrooms as if they served the same population of students. See Appendix A for additional details.

Kearney and Graczyk (2013).

Some programs flag children after they miss a consecutive number of days. Our research suggests that total number of days, even if not missed consecutively, is the more common way that students accumulate absences.

Chang and Romero (2008); see also www.attendance-works.org/tools/ for tools on how to calculate and monitor attendance.


For example, see Burchinal et al. (2002). Sheldon and Epstein (2004); Sheldon (2007).

Recent research shows that intentional work teaching urban, low-income families how to manage their child's asthma leads to significant reductions in hospitalizations for children with asthma (Woods et al., 2012).

Barnett et al. (2011).
Appendices

44 The PLS sample was stratified based on students’ race, free lunch status, gender, and preschool program type.
46 Good and Kaminski (2002).
47 Wright and Master (1982).
48 Pianta, LaParo, and Hamre (2007).
50 Jaffe (2009).

Notes From Boxes
A Recently changes have been made to the preschool application process in CPS to centralize the process. However, for the years included in this study, parents were required to submit applications to schools of interest.
B To determine this, we found the elementary school that served the census block in which a preschool child lived. Thus, if a child does not move between his preschool and kindergarten school year, this is the neighborhood school option starting in kindergarten.
C The sub-population of kindergarten students who were in a CPS school-based preschool program the prior year looked very similar to the full kindergarten population: 65 percent of students who had been CPS preschoolers the prior year attended their neighborhood schools when they were in kindergarten.
D Thank you to Hedy Chang, who regularly uses this example to explain the difference between average daily attendance and percent chronically absent.
E For example, see Balfanz and Byrnes (2012) and Chang and Romero (2008).
F Chang and Romero (2008); Romero and Lee (2007).
G To determine whether students exhibited different attendance patterns over the school year, we performed a cluster analysis on a sample of 18,755 three- and four-year-olds who were enrolled in CPS preschool programs for at least 141 days during the 2010-11 school year. We chose to restrict the sample based on enrollment because we reasoned that attendance patterns are dependent on the length of enrollment and because early clustering attempts did not produce distinct clusters when using data for all students. This choice eliminated less than 10 percent of students; more than 90 percent of students were enrolled for at least 141 days. Using a two-stage density linkage algorithm, we clustered students based on (1) number of incidences of absence and (2) length of longest absence, and we found a five cluster solution.
H The average absence rate of students between these five clusters was distinct. That is, there did not exist two clusters with similar average absence rates where students in one cluster were absent more frequently or for a greater stretch of time than students in the other cluster. In addition, the clusters showed a high correlation between frequency of absence and length of longest absence, and a close relationship between our cluster variables and average absence rates. Thus, to cluster on number of incidences of absence and length of longest absence does not provide much additional information about attendance patterns beyond a simple rate of absence.
I Contributing to the lack of representativeness is the fact that CPS did not have enough Spanish-speaking assessors to administer Preschool Longitudinal Study assessments to children.
K Good et al. (2002).
L Chicago Public Schools (2012).
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OUR MISSION The University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research (UChicago CCSR) conducts research of high technical quality that can inform and assess policy and practice in the Chicago Public Schools. We seek to expand communication among researchers, policymakers, and practitioners as we support the search for solutions to the problems of school reform. UChicago CCSR encourages the use of research in policy action and improvement of practice, but does not argue for particular policies or programs. Rather, we help to build capacity for school reform by identifying what matters for student success and school improvement, creating critical indicators to chart progress, and conducting theory-driven evaluation to identify how programs and policies are working.